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“Human power is its own end”—Karl Marx

Abortion bans show
need for new society

What the Supreme Court’s decision to make abortion
illegal for over half of the U.S. clearly shows is that individual freedom has been destroyed. Pundits are right to
say this is only the beginning—although it is more truthful to say the middle, because workers, Black people and
other people of color’s freedom
has been in the process of destruction for decades. Now, by
declaring that citizens no longer have a right to privacy, which is what Roe v. Wade
was based on, the government and its police enforcers
have been given the green light to trample freedom in
ways U.S. citizens haven’t seen since the 1950s.

EDITORIAL

THE MEANING OF CIVIL RIGHTS

It is rare for a Supreme Court to take away a human
right—and this one has stripped bodily autonomy from
half the population. It is a giant step towards fascism.
U.S. citizens no longer have the freedoms that
help make life beautiful—and bearable—the right
to love whom we choose, control our own bodies
including abortion and birth control, the right to
be safe walking the streets as a person of color, the
right to go shopping, to the supermarket, to church
or to school without being gunned down by some
maniac or a man with a grudge.
In these times with a Supreme Court out to gut human and civil rights, and the whole country one election
away from losing them altogether, it’s worth remembering what civil rights mean: “a class of rights that protect
individuals’ freedom from infringement by governments,
social organizations, and private individuals. They ensure one’s entitlement to participate in the civil and political life of society and the state without discrimination
or repression.”
continued on p. 3

Trump’s continuing coup

The Supreme Court’s erasure of 50 years of a woman’s constitutional right to abortion shines a spotlight
on the continuing coup by
extremists. Donald Trump’s
success in pushing the U.S.
Supreme Court off the cliff by
appointing three justices after losing the popular vote in
2016 dovetails with his efforts to hold on to power after
losing both the popular and electoral vote in 2020.
In the public hearings of the House Select
Committee investigating Jan. 6, retired Judge
J. Michael Luttig, who had advised Mike Pence
against Trump’s illegal plot, warned that “Donald
Trump and his allies and supporters are a clear
and present danger to American democracy” for
pledging “in open and plain view of the American
public” to overthrow the 2024 election “but succeed
where they had failed” in 2020.
These words from Luttig carry weight. He’s a hero
of the reactionary Federalist Society, which depends on
suppression of democracy, as do theocratic Christian nationalists working to take away rights with broad popular
appeal—abortion and same-sex marriage—and abolish
gun control. To these once-fringe positions, add opposition to masks and vaccinations and the insistence that
Biden lost the 2020 election, and you have the platform
that nearly every Republican candidate seems compelled
to run on.

EDITORIAL

BIG BULLY TRUMP

Everyone saw Trump demanding the end of ballot
counting in several states, and then browbeating Georgia
election officials for “11,780 votes”—after claiming in advance that the election to come was rigged. (He had done
the same before the 2016 election.)
Back in 2019 he named the forces he used on Jan.
6: “I can tell you I have the support of the police, the
support of the military, the support of the Bikers for
continued on p. 9
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War, climate chaos, capitalism,
COVID: World food crisis spreads
by Eugene Walker

$1

of organizing food production, demanding change now
so the worst effects of climate change can be avoided.
It is such protests and self-organization, not capitalist
agriculture in permanent crisis, that can provide a viable
path forward.

“All labor is originally first directed towards the
appropriation and production of food.”
—Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. III
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MULTIPLE CAUSES

This food crisis was not caused by war alone. Climate
change—from widespread drought to oppressive heat
and severe flooding—has been causing havoc, including
destroying harvests in regions around the world. The
COVID-19 pandemic, now in its third year, has disrupted
food supply chains, including transportation. It raised
prices for staples, resulting in hunger for tens of millions
as economies in many areas of the world, particularly in
Africa and Southeast Asia, are mired in debt, with some
near economic collapse.
These simultaneous crises of war, climate
change and pandemic have left tens of millions of
people around the world in the midst of famine.
Capitalism, with its agricultural-industrial system of
commodity food production for the world market, laid the
basis for a permanent food crisis. Indeed, this economicpolitical-social system of capitalism—in both its private
and state forms—is the cause of, and suffers from the consequences of, these multiple, linked crises of war, COVID,
and climate (whose effects are creating climate chaos
rather than mere change).
There is radical opposition to this perfect storm of
capitalist crises. Significant sections of the population,
including many who produce food, are resisting,
protesting surging food prices, posing alternative ways

nificant amounts of the world’s supply of barley, rapeseed
and sunflower seeds.
For weeks, Russia has blockaded Ukraine ports
from shipping grain, and occupied much of the
land Ukraine used for grain production. Not only
are wheat and other staples not being shipped or
planted for future harvest, but the prices of grains,
fuel and fertilizers have increased dramatically.
In the first month after Russia’s invasion, wheat
prices increased by 21%, barley by 33% and some
fertilizers by 40%.
Higher fertilizer prices hit farmers in the developing
world especially hard. Avocado, corn and coffee farms in
South America, coconut and palm plantations in Southeast Asia are costlier to cultivate and farmers are cutting
back on production.
The UN. Food and Agriculture Organization reports
that global food prices are 30% higher than a year ago
with the global food price index reaching an all-time high.

COVID AND GLOBAL HUNGER

“No Work, No Food: Pandemic Deepens Global Hunger,” read a New York Times headline, describing the
effect of COVID on the food crisis. Millions lost their
livelihood. With little to no money for food, and with the
continued on p. 10

Ecuador’s Indigenous fight for means of life

Editor’s note: An important update on this struggle is
posted on the N&L website: “Ecuador’s Indigenous movement wins concessions” (https://newsandletters.org/ecuadors-indigenous-movement-wins-concessions/)
On June 13 Ecuador’s Indigenous people started a series of protests over the rising cost of living: fuel, food and
basic necessities. Some estimate that more than 100,000
are participating in the ongoing protests, 40,000 of them
in the capital, Quito. In addition to price controls they are
demanding access to healthcare and education, and they
are challenging the continued discrimination against Indigenous people.
The government’s response has been to use force
against peaceful protesters. On June 15 the government
arrested Leonidas Iza, the anti-capitalist leader and
president of the Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities
of Ecuador (CONAIE).

THE HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT

In order to understand the nature of the conflict, it is
necessary to understand some of the history of Ecuador.
Ecuador is geographically divided into three regions: Costa, with access to the Pacific Ocean, Sierra in the mountains, and the Amazon forest.
The inhabitants of Costa are native Indian people
mixed with descendants of Africans who were brought
to work on the banana, coffee, cacao and other plantations. The owners of the plantations are also the bankers
and industrialists who came to the coast from Lebanon,
Italy and other European countries. These people came
much later than the Spaniards and are less than 5% of

the coastal population. They are the oligarchs and millionaires.
The inhabitants of the Sierra are Indians, working
on the farms; and mestizos, Spanish descendants, owners
of those farms. The mestizos historically have aristocratic
privileges. Even with no money they have privileges just
by not being Indian.
The inhabitants of the Amazon forest are the Indigenous peoples who maintain their own culture and language. They fight daily against invasions, particularly by
transnational companies like Texaco that mine gold and
other minerals and exploit whatever else they find. There
are also some mestizos who live in the Amazon forest.

INDIGENOUS ORGANIZE

In the last decade the Indigenous people of the Amazon forest and the Sierra had been organizing into a very
strong group, CONAIE. Their different consciousness
holds much wisdom. They also have martyrs, like the people killed recently during peaceful demonstrations.
As you can imagine, the Indigenous people are
absolutely poor. They can eat because they grow
their own food. But they do not have healthcare,
employment or means for anything. It is very hard
for an Indian family to pay for transportation
needed to sell their products. For them a ride on
the bus means less food on the table. One point
of their protests is the rising price of gasoline.
Ecuador exports oil and now it is selling gas at a
continued on p. 8
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Nationwide marches for abortion rights

SB for News & Letters

CHICAGO

Well over 3,000 women and men overran downtown
Federal Plaza on June 24, spilling into the streets, demanding abortion rights and castigating a Supreme
Court whose legitimacy is no longer recognized by the
citizens it oppresses. While abortion rights are safe in Illinois—for now—that didn’t dampen the tremendous anger at the Court and the Republicans who appointed the
deeply misogynist judges who lied their way onto it.

A SOBERING, ANGRY MARCH

What I saw at the rally and march in Chicago, besides
many more men, was more anger, boldness and sadness
than any other demonstration on abortion in the past 30
years. It was intermittent, switching from one mood to
another. The rage was all over people’s faces. At different
times there was solemnity and defiance. I saw at least
four women crying and there were probably more.
The first speaker was great, a young woman from El

WOMENWORLDWIDE
by Artemis

In June, over 50 mothers with babies held a second
No Birth Behind Bars “feed-in” at the Ministry of Justice
in London, England, demanding an end to the increasing incarceration of pregnant women and new mothers.
Protesters delivered a petition with 10,310 signatures to
the Justice Secretary. The Prison Ombudsman confirms
all pregnancies in prison are “high risk,” with two infant
deaths reported recently. One in ten prisoners in labor deliver outside a hospital, often with no medical care. Most
women in prison worldwide serve short sentences for nonviolent offenses, and eleven countries have laws against
incarcerating pregnant women. Protesters demand pregnant women and mothers be allowed to serve sentences in
their communities with support and medical care.
* * *
In January, members of 30 abortion rights groups
across the U.S. and Mexico held a three-day video conference and then formed a coalition named “Red Transfronteriza” or “Cross Border Network.” Abortion was decriminalized in Mexico last September, but banned after
six weeks in Texas. Mexican feminists wanted to share
the “accompaniment” model they had built with activists
from other Latin American countries. Americans able to
travel across the border can abort with help from Mexican groups. The network has mailed abortion pills free
of charge to hundreds of U.S. women, guiding them virtually through the World Health Organization’s protocol
for safely using them without a doctor. Accompaniment
minimizes legal and health risks. Women are told how
much bleeding is normal before seeing a doctor, and to tell
doctors they are having a miscarriage.
* * *
On June 18, in Montreal, Canada, about 50 feminists protested the prostitution common at the Grand
Prix auto race weekend with signs saying, “Stop Buying
Women/Girls/Us,” “You Can’t Buy Consent,” “Buying Sex
is Not a Sport, It’s a Crime” and “No Client, No Prostitution.” Among the feminists were actors from the film
Noemie Dit Oui (Noemi Said Yes), which was projected
onto a building. Directed by Genevieve Albert, it tells the
common story of a 15-year-old girl running away from foster care, convinced by her “boyfriend”—a pimp—to prostitute herself at the Grand Prix. Activist survivor Valerie
Pelletier disputed the “sex workers rights” stance that it
“can be a choice like any other.” She said, “We have to stop
talking about women. We have to start talking about the
right of men to buy us. People will call you ‘whorephobic,’
saying you tell women what to do with their bodies, but
that’s not the real point…I was the supposedly happy and
consenting whore then, look, now I’m ‘scrap that!’”
* * *
In June, a U.S. study led by labor economist Julia
Lane found women are 13% less likely to be credited with
authorship on scientific papers and 58% less likely to receive credit for work on a patent. This, despite being almost 50% of the scientific workforce and contributing to
more types of work than men. Lane explains this harms
careers and erodes diversity “important to the country.”
She states heads of research teams can be trained to be
better managers.

Salvador who talked about what she experienced there,
showing what our future here will be if we don’t stop the
war on women. She talked about the women who have
been imprisoned for suspected abortions and said her best
friend killed herself at age 15 because she was pregnant.
There was no mistaking that this ruling is
about women. It was a feeling, a solidarity when
you looked at each other that was different: horror, dread, defeat, love, all mixed in. Maybe because
we knew that some of us there had to be pregnant,
some with abortions scheduled, and others not
knowing they’re pregnant yet, and that if we were
in a state with a trigger law, we’d be out of luck,
like those sent home that day in other states.
The signs were also much bolder, defiant: “You are
not pro-life, you are pro-control!” A sign with a picture of
the six anti-abortion judges and the message: “They lied
and women and girls will die!” “Abortion bans are rooted
in white supremacy!” “We will aid and abet,” and signs
that talked about blowing men’s penises off with guns,
and a sign that just had the website of an organization

Their target:
women’s freedom

that will help get abortion pills to you via mail.

MAKE THE COUNTRY UNGOVERNABLE

Cindy Plante spoke for many there when she told
Block Club Chicago: “This is an untenable situation. We
are in a position now to have less rights than our moms in
a country that supposedly stands for freedom. For us to be
going backwards now when so many others are liberalizing abortion rights, I don’t even quite have the words. We
need to make this country ungovernable if this is gonna
continue.”
After the rally we took over the streets. When marching, the chants were “Women are not incubators!” “Cops
off our bodies, cops off our streets!” “Fuck you SCOTUS!”
“Hey hey, ho ho, the patriarchy has got to go!” “We won’t
go back!”
There was way less walking on eggshells. People were
not pretending this isn’t about women’s lives.
—Participants

♀
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by Terry Moon

The overturning of women’s right to abortion, that is,
a woman’s right to control what happens to her own body,
is a catastrophe. If possible—and it so horribly is—what
happened on June 24, 2022, has made women’s lot worse
than it was before Roe v. Wade legalized abortion in 1973.

MAKING ABORTION ILLEGAL DOESN’T STOP IT

Then, every year over 3,000 women died from illegal
butcher abortions or trying to abort themselves, others
from cancer and other health treatments postponed or denied, thousands more ended up with ruined bodies, millions more with forced births and unwanted children, or
children they couldn’t afford, leading to more poverty and
misery for whole families.
It’s worse now because the misogyny is worse.
It’s worse because of the hatred of women for creating a movement that
changed
AS
the world,
that challenged men’s ownership of our bodies,
lives and minds, and many are determined to get
that power and control back no matter what the
body count.
The glee that anti-abortion fanatics are expressing
isn’t because there might be babies born who wouldn’t
have been before. Rather, it’s the glee that bullies express
when they’ve beaten up someone they hate because that
person is smarter than them, or has been able to avoid
the beating up to now. It’s the glee of I gotcha! Finally!
And now I’m going to beat you to a bloody pulp and my
excuse is that, “Oh, I love babies.”
Women’s crime isn’t abortion, it is the desire
and the eons-long struggle to control our own bodies, minds and lives. Abortion is just the symbol for
that, for freedom.
The dissenting justices were right when they wrote,
“The majority’s refusal even to consider the life-altering
consequences of reversing Roe and Casey is a stunning
indictment of its decision.” They didn’t consider it because
they don’t care, or worse, because they applaud those
“life-altering consequences”—jobs and careers upended,
plans for the future like high school or college trashed,
more poverty, fewer choices, less freedom.

WOMAN

REASON

LIARS LIE AND WOMEN DIE

Everyone knows that the liar Brett Kavanaugh lied
again when he proclaimed that the court “will no longer
decide how to evaluate the interests of the pregnant woman and the interests in protecting fetal life throughout
pregnancy.” As our editorial on this subject [see page 1]
states: “anti-abortion fanatics and their enablers in Congress and the courts [will not] stop with anything short
of a national ban on all abortions with no exceptions for
rape, incest, fetal deformity, non-viability after birth, or
the life of the woman.
“In order to enforce such a draconian policy,
women’s lives will be policed, miscarriages criminalized, pregnancy tracked from the moment of
conception, birth control outlawed.”
When abortion was illegal before, no one was denying women the right to leave their state, or urging others
to turn in not only the woman but all who help her and
award their money to the snitches. In the name of stopping an abortion, women will lose our right to travel, and
our privacy will no longer exist, including when we menstruate, what drugs we take, what we eat and drink, visits to doctors, and, evidently, our travel. With the stroke
of six pens, women’s freedom has been gutted. We—our
lives, the ones we wanted to lead, not babies’ lives—were
always the target of the anti-abortion fanatics, evangelicals and the Catholic Church.
What they will learn to their cost is that this is not
the end. When one faces such retrogression, the only way
to stop it is to continue to move forward. The struggle,
most assuredly, continues.

Every day since the Supreme Court announced its
decision to overturn Roe v. Wade on June 24, thousands
have gathered in every city in the San Francisco Bay Area
to demonstrate their outrage. In San Francisco alone people gathered in front of the Federal Building as well as
City Hall, and also at popular intersections like Powell
and Market or the Ferry Building.
That people in San Francisco, Oakland, Alameda, San Jose, etc., demonstrated was not a surprise.
But rallies were also held in other cities: Benicia,
Fairfax, Hercules, San Rafael, Napa, Petaluma, and
Walnut Creek. Those are not the usual places for
demonstrations. On Monday Stanford held a rally
for Women’s Health, and more are planned in Santa
Rosa and Fremont among others.
Since a draft of the decision was leaked, many were
able to participate in rallies before the decision was handed down. According to Planned Parenthood, a million
people marched in over 450 events on May 14 across the
U.S. to show their anger at the Supreme Court’s impending reversal of Roe v. Wade, which had legalized women’s
right to abortion.
We were expressing our shock that several generations’ fight for women’s right to control our own bodies
was about to be abolished by a Court that has now lost
all legitimacy.

SIGNS TELL THE STORY AND DEMANDS

In San Francisco at least 10,000 marched that day
in one of several events around the Bay Area. Most of the
signs were handmade, expressing individuals’ thoughts:
“Mother by choice/mother for choice/if you don’t have a
uterus/you don’t get a voice,” “Stop the war on women,”
“Forced pregnancy is a human rights violation classified
as torture by the UN,” “I’d be dead without healthcare for
my miscarriage,” “Abortion saves lives,” “Right to Life is
a lie, when you ban abortions women die,” “My freedom
begins with my body,” “Vasectomies stop abortions,” “My
body > your God,” “Pregnancy begins with a penis. Regulate that!” “If men could get pregnant... abortions would
be available at Jiffy Lube,” “I dream one day women will
have the same rights as guns.” My favorite was: “You
would not try to regulate my vagina if it fired bullets.”
There were hundreds more.
Many, many signs had various forms of the sentiment
that abortion is healthcare and reproductive rights are
human rights.
It was not just women of reproductive age that
were there. A feisty queer feminist argued that
abortion is a queer issue, too. We have to show
solidarity. A man carried a sign, “Women are not
our property.” Another carried a coat hanger with
a sign: “You cannot prevent all abortions, you can
only prevent safe ones.”
While we were buoyed by the presence of so many
and the spirit of solidarity, there is a sobering seriousness in this moment. The denial of humanity to women,
to minorities, to others’ religions, is a symptom of a worldwide problem. Freedom as the essence of our humanity is
implicit in every act of resistance. But letting that idea
speak takes hard work, both practical and theoretical.
—Urszula Wislanka
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Hell of normalized domestic violence

Veracruz, Mexico—My grandmother, 86, is still alive,
but it feels as if she weren’t. Seventeen years ago, one of
her sons imposed himself back into her house, treating
her as the
housewife
she was when
she and my
g randfather
lived together.
Just because
“that’s
how
things are,” my
g randmother
must
take
care of all the
unpaid, invisible domestic labor. She is also verbally
abused and economically controlled.
As it happened in all the world, pandemics didn’t do

Apple workers unionize

Workers at the Apple Store in Towson, Md., outside
Baltimore voted in June to affiliate with the Machinists’
Union (IAM), becoming the first of 270 or so Apple units
around the country to unionize. Organizers of the successful union drive have reached out already to employees
at other Apple locations.

MANAGEMENT TRICKS ABOUND

These successes in NLRB elections, with few defeats,
came despite management tricks of illegally firing organizers and known union supporters and flooding shops
with employees thought to be reliably anti-union, along
with the predictable compulsory propaganda sessions
and direct intimidation.
Anyone who thought that Starbucks corporate
ownership could recognize a trend in locations going union and see the writing on the wall has wised
up by now. If anything, they have doubled down on
unionbusting. Illegal firings and personnel manipulation have continued even at three Kansas City
locations that voted in the union in the last two
months.
Howard Schultz, the Starbucks CEO while the company successfully eliminated the UFCW presence in
warehouse and retail locations in Seattle after 1985 and
in Western Canada two decades ago, has again taken the
reins vowing to repeat that process. Employees at newly
organized coffee shops have reported vastly escalating
turnover, due to firings for violating unilaterally imposed
work rules along with transfers and hires. Schultz apparently is counting on toothless enforcement of NLRB
findings of unfair labor practices against the company for
unionbusting to work again, despite facing an energized
nationwide union movement.
—Bob McGuire

HANDICAPTHIS!
by Elise

Disabled people living in Ukraine experience the
same barriers that the disabled experience worldwide.
The Russian invasion exacerbated the situation with
inaccessible buildings and escape routes, inadequate
support, and long travel distances. Thus many disabled
people cannot escape the war. Because parents of
disabled children cannot get the support they need, some
abandon their children. Many are now in institutions that
can’t meet their needs. There are those trying to help:
European Network on Independent Living, Dzheralo
Children’s Rehabilitation Center and Disability Rights
International try to help families stay together or get
children into foster care and then reunite the children
with their families as quickly as possible when possible.
If none of that works, they try to place the children in the
community rather than in institutions.
* * *
Disabled people are more likely to die or sustain critical injuries during disasters—from the record-breaking
heat wave in Portland, Ore., in June 2021 to Hurricane
Ida’s destruction in Louisiana in August 2021 to the ongoing COVID pandemic and the all-too-frequent mass
shootings. Disabled young adult Riley Hurt organized
the Marion County (Oregon) Advisory Group, modeled
after the Federal Emergency Management Agency. The
Advisory Group will get the Marion County disability
community connected with emergency management professionals, including infrastructure professionals, for accessible emergency information, and evacuation centers
with proper medical equipment. Hurt wants everyone to
know that disabled people know what they need and are
able to care for themselves if given the necessary tools
and support.
* * *
The Australian Disability Enterprises contends that
many of their affiliated employers would have to close
their businesses if they had to raise disabled workers’
wages from the sub-minimum wages that are legal for
people with disabilities. They also resist accommodating
disabled people, for example, with sign language interpreters for deaf workers and accommodations for blind
workers. Fortunately, organizations such as Inclusion
Australia are advocating for disabled Australians.

any better for my grandmother. The “Stay at home” policy
forced her to be with her “son” 24/7, without the tiny little
window she had had during the job hours he had to spend
outside. As many feminists pointed out, “the home is not a
safe place” when sexism and violence live inside.

‘HOME IS NOT A SAFE PLACE’

Born in 1936 and raised by a conservative family in
a town in Veracruz, my grandmother doesn’t conceive her
situation as violence. Neither do her other two sons and
most of the relatives. For them, it is indeed a “difficult
situation,” but “family” is above all and must remain
“united.” Only a couple of people—including her only
daughter, my mother—are aware of the graveness of the
situation and try to do something about it.
Catholicism plays a major role in this. Imposed
in Latin America since the 16th Century as the
religion of the conquerors, Catholicism is deeply
embedded in our roots in the form of fear, guilt and
obedience to power, along with its sexist ideology.
My grandmother was educated in all these “values.”
It is not surprising that, in the face of abuse, her
only, natural response is “to turn the other cheek.”
One of the greatest contributions of the Women’s
Liberation Movement of the 1960s has been its concept
of “the personal is political.” What husbands and sons do
in the shadows of their house to wives and mothers, is
also a question of human emancipation. The concept of
“family” has been thus demystified. It can no longer be
the “ultimate universal” in which the structure of society
lies. That universal is Freedom.
All these historical achievements have occurred
behind the backs of my grandmother’s family.
Since they have never seen her son abusing her
in public, they think it is a “private affair.” That’s
their excuse for not doing anything. Meanwhile,
in the shadows of domestic life, where cowards
grow free, my grandmother keeps on living a daily,
earthly hell.
She doesn’t want to speak about it. Catholicism has
taught her to keep her mouth shut. I wanted to give her a
voice, for whatever good it may do. She is another victim
of this sexist system, personified here in the figure of her
own son. A flower for her, hoping that her generation is
the last one who normalizes domestic violence. It is up to
all of us to make sure that it is so.
—Héctor

Abortion bans kill

continued from p. 1
What we are facing is a ruling class that does not
want the people they rule to have such rights, to have
such power over their own lives. They’ve used racism,
sexism, anti-LGBTQ+ attacks, and barrages of lies to get
what they want. And with this Supreme Court and the
other U.S. courts they’ve packed with right-wing neofascist judges, they are on their way to get it.

WE ARE THE ANSWER

There is lots of talk about what can be done to ensure
that women can still get abortions. None of that—from
availability of abortion pills to other states pitching in,
to abortion funds, as vital as they are—will reach all the
women who need abortions, especially poor women and
women of color. Nor will energized anti-abortion fanatics and their enablers in Congress and the courts stop at
anything short of a national
ban on all abortions with no
exceptions for rape, incest,
fetal deformity, non-viability
after birth, or the life of the mother.
In order to enforce such a draconian policy,
women’s lives will be policed, miscarriages criminalized, pregnancy tracked from the moment of
conception, birth control outlawed. We know this,
not because we are sages who can foresee the future, but because all these things have happened
and most are happening now someplace in the
world.
The Democratic Party is not the answer. If they were,
we wouldn’t be here in the first place. Since Roe v. Wade
was made into law—because there was a thriving, demanding, militant Women’s Liberation Movement—the
Democratic Party has done the barest minimum to ensure that we keep that right and widen it. After all, we
still have the heinous Hyde Amendment which in 1976
banned federal funds from paying for an abortion for poor
women. Now the Supreme Court has ruled that federal
funds have to prop up religious institutions that discriminate against women and plot to take away our rights.
We—those of us who rail against the impoverishment of what life could be, who have a vision of
the future where human beings are free to develop
all their skills and talents—we are the only answer.
What we have to aid us is that vision of the future
and the knowledge that we have the power, not only
in numbers, but in ideas.
Karl Marx had a vision too, of a revolution in permanence that didn’t stop with the overthrow of the current
tyrants and capitalists, but continued until there was a
new society grounded in new human relationships; and
even then it would continue. What the recent Supreme
Court decision makes clear is how that is still our task.
—June 24, 2022

EDITORIAL
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Review: Abolition of
Surrogate Motherhood
by Adele

Towards the Abolition of Surrogate Motherhood, edited by Marie-Josèphe Devillers and Ana-Luana Stoicea
Deram, explains why and how radical feminists have
organized to oppose surrogate motherhood since the beginning of its hightech, medically assisted phase in the
1970s.
Contributors
describe its patriarchal history, including men hiring concubines to produce
male heirs in medieval China, Korea, and Japan. In
the U.S., enslaved
Black women were
raped to produce
workers, and Nazis
raped young women
to produce supposedly “racially pure”
babies. An ancient,
scientifically inaccurate concept of
the father as the
only “true” parent, “planting” his “seed” of a fully formed
embryo into the fertile or barren “soil” of a womb, influences today’s dehumanization of women.

MANY HEALTH DANGERS OF SURROGACY

Today’s most common form is gestational surrogacy.
An affluent individual or couple pays a corporation to
artificially impregnate a poor woman, often in another,
poorer country, with an embryo made from another
woman’s egg cell. Contributors describe the extreme
danger of gestating another woman’s genetic material and
the dangerous drugs used to allow implantation, often of
multiple embryos, all for a success rate of about 20%.
Successful pregnancies often involve selective
abortions, leaving one or two fetuses to be delivered
by Caesarian section. Housing is often based on a
livestock model with pregnant women packed into
a room and closely monitored. They sign away their
right to object to any of this, although often illiterate. The corporation keeps most of the profits. Increasingly, girls are simply enslaved, used for both
prostitution and surrogacy. The egg donor, often to
pay for college, also suffers health risks, sometimes
death, from hyperstimulation of her ovaries. Extra
eggs, sperm, embryos, breast milk, even unclaimed
babies are sold on the black market.
Both surrogate and donor are used as raw materials,
and the child as a commodity. Dehumanizing language
like “uterus haver” and “birth giver” is increasingly used
for women. Surrogate mothers, like prostituted women,
find themselves disassociating, attempting to emotionally
detach from their bodies, but are still traumatized. They
unsuccessfully try to detach from their child, and adoption
studies show the child is also traumatized. The contributors conclude that the surrogate is the child’s only true
mother, and the two even exchange some genetic material
during gestation in a process called microchimerism.

NEEDED EQUAL RELATIONS

Female celebrities and talk show hosts promote surrogacy as “women empowering women” because most surrogates currently are paid. Capitalism advertises the desire to have a child as a “need” and a “right.” Some liberal
feminists sugarcoat forms of exploitation like prostitution, cosmetic surgery, and pedophilia, claiming a woman
or a girl uses her “agency” to make “choices.” This disregards the poverty, force, or persuasion by exploitative
people that influences us to make decisions harmful to us
and beneficial to capitalism.
Some countries have banned surrogacy, but industry propaganda can persuade them to merely
restrict it, then weaken restrictions. Opposition
to surrogacy is labeled “conservatism,” and a gay
male contributor describes how he is relentlessly
branded as “homophobic and transphobic” for opposing ALL surrogacy for everyone.
The International Coalition for the Abolition
of Surrogacy wrote the “Feminist Convention for
the Abolition of Surrogacy,” a document explaining
surrogacy’s incompatibility with the UN’s declarations on
human rights and dignity. Nations can use it as a legal
basis to prosecute, prevent, and educate the public on the
necessity of a complete, worldwide ban.
Contributors state, “Eugenics is not a dark deviation;
it is the very motor and direction of genetic research.” Equal
relations between men and women must be established
now because capitalism is using enticing transhumanist
rhetoric and harnessing technology to exploit, alienate,
and dehumanize humanity to the utmost. The attack on
abortion rights is part of the alienation of women from
their bodies and reproductive abilities. This book is an
extremely important warning and shows a path to a
better future.
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FROM THE WRITINGS OF

RAYADUNAYEVSKAYA

Editor’s note: Because nothing is more urgent in a
time of such crisis than grasping and acting on the spirit of the time in a revolutionary manner, we present excerpts of a lecture given by Raya Dunayevskaya in Tokyo
on Jan. 2, 1966, to a group of activists and writers from
Zenshin, an anti-Stalinist organization of the Japanese
New Left. As a typed transcript of a lecture, it is edited
for clarity. The original is in The Raya Dunayevskaya
Collection, #9697.
The first thing I want to make very, very clear is that
Hegel has a validity all his own, and I want to talk about
Hegel today….
Hegel’s Phenomenology of Mind was a summons to
grasp the spirit of the times. It was a demand that the
philosophers give ear to the urgency of the times. It was
a challenge to all the philosophers who came before him,
and the greatest in modern times was Kant. If we are to
live up to the fact that 25 years have passed since Kant’s
Critique of Pure Reason, including the French Revolution,
and that philosophy is still using their old categories,
then we have to stop using the conclusions of other philosophers, right or wrong, as a pillow for our own intellectual sloth, our own laziness, our own attempt not to meet
the challenge of the times. A new thing had happened
in the world in a 25-year period which compelled a new
stage of cognition.
And a new stage of cognition means both a summation of what has happened up to your time and
a recognition of the pull that the future has on you.
It is this summons which we want to see how Hegel
answered, and what it has for our day.
His greatest and first total statement was in Phenomenology of Mind….Hegel, despite the abstract language,
is actually dealing with 2,500 years of the development
of thought, mainly but not wholly of Western civilization.
But what I want to do with the whole work, since we cannot go into great detail, is to make even a worse abstraction in one sense, and follow what Marx does in Vol. II of
Capital. Marx says that the only way we will see the law
of motion of capitalism is if we disregard anything that interferes with just two departments of production, means
of production and means of consumption. And all of the
time it is just two, like two classes.
I want to take the whole 16 stages of Hegel’s development in the Phenomenology into two major stages. One
will combine Consciousness, Self-Consciousness, and Reason, which I consider the development from 500 BC—slave
society and Aristotle as the ancient world’s greatest philosopher—until Reason, which is capitalism, the French
Revolution, Lutheranism, and Kant-Hegel. The second department is all the rest: Spirit, the various forms of Alienated Spirit, and why there is still alienation even though
you have reached Religion and Absolute Knowledge.
In the first department, what we have all previously
emphasized, from Marx forward, is the section “Lordship
and Bondage,” because we recognize that Hegel is showing that the lord could demand anything and the slave
was completely negative, and yet the slave is the one who
gets a mind of his own. The slave getting “a mind of his
own” was one of the bases for Marx’s great development
of proletarian consciousness.
The importance of that section is that the slave has
gotten a mind of their own, but whether they will get to
Reason and Spirit is in question. If you become Conscious,
not only of the world and yourself as opposites, but of
yourself as getting Self-Consciousness and going further
to try and break down this division between opposites and
yourself, and you are so thrilled that you have this idea
that it could become, in Hegel’s words, “just a piece of cleverness, and not yet the mastery over reality.”1 Because it
could be just a piece of cleverness and not yet the mastery
over reality, you can become just an alienated soul.

FURTHER STAGES OF ALIENATION

I want to take up one more thing in Self-Consciousness: Stoicism. Hegel shows he is opposed not only to the
alienated soul who has gotten this piece of cleverness. He
is opposed to what philosophers consider a great stage,
Stoicism. Everybody thinks you are great if you are a
Stoic, you can withstand all sorts of things. He says, don’t
forget that Stoicism arises when there is universal slavery. He wants to emphasize two things. Stoicism arose
because you as an individual recognized that this is a horrible society—there was universal slavery and bondage—
and you couldn’t overcome it. You weren’t, so to speak,
what we would call a mass movement to overcome it.
So you as an individual becoming a Stoic was
actually a rationalization, developing such stupidities as “a philosopher is free even though he is in
chains.” Hegel shows that everything that appears
great is only a further stage of alienation. Even
when he comes to Reason, that will be so.
The important thing about not stopping at “Lordship and Bondage” is that is only a beginning of getting
a mind. Hegel is showing that if you are going to master
reality you are going to have to get a lot further than that.
Attempts to master it by such thought as Stoicism—even
when they are correct either as individual integrity or in
1. Hegel, Phenomenology of Mind (Allen & Unwin, 1931), p. 240;
Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit (Cambridge University Press,
2018), p. 116.
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the criticism of the rest of society—nevertheless, the fact
that you can use such an argument both for someone trying to be free and for the opposite, rationalizing, shows
that it is absolutely insufficient for becoming the master
of reality instead of this piece of cleverness.
Therefore, I am stressing that what came out after
the slave got a mind of their own was a new stage of retrogression, where the intellectuals all began saying: “Oh,
great, the Roman Empire is dead, but we will be Stoics,
or some other form such as just behaving ourselves, we
will overcome it.” And even when it moved to overcoming
it, sparked by a real revolution—whether Hegel considers
that to be at one time Christianity or at another time the
actual French Revolution—that is still not the answer.
That is why I do not want to stop at having a mind of your
own. I want to stress what Hegel saw in the Alienated
Soul, Stoicism, and Skepticism, which were good little
paths on the way to Reason, but they were not the answer.
As against using the conclusions of other philosophers
as a pillow for intellectual sloth, or as against the Alienated Soul and Stoicism, Hegel is showing a new movement
of history. There was an actual revolution. It broke down
everything, smashed it to smithereens and started something new. And the people who did this great thing (Robespierre and the others) recognized Reason as their deity.
And yet what happened? Why did the Terror follow? Why
did Napoleon follow? Why didn’t we yet get to the Millennium? Hegel comes to Reason as a very new high stage,
but
we
will
see
that, instead of
Spirit,
which is
our next
department, being
the
answer,
or having
killed all
the alienations of
society,
it
just
brings
them
to
a higher
stage. So
Reason
ends this
first great
Raya Dunayevskaya lecturing
department of the Phenomenology and this movement from 500
BC to the French Revolution.

Hegel, not merely to transcend him. Here he is supposed
to be a Christian, a Lutheran that corrected such excesses
both in the Catholic Church and the Terror of the French
Revolution, and yet Hegel comes down and says this is not
it—I have to go to philosophy. That is the basis for all the
attacks on Hegel as being a hidden atheist—and, by golly,
he was. But the point that we are trying to stress by now
being in Department II, is that Spirit is still alienated
and in the discipline of culture. Religion [the next stage
after Spirit] has been perverted and man, not the Church,
must decide as to what will finally evolve. It brings us to
the final stage of Absolute Knowledge.

Hegel’s call to grasp spirit of the times

ALIENATED SPIRIT

Now we come to Department II, the central core. Everybody says, “Well, if you have come to Spirit, why are
there still Alienated Souls?” The alienated soul, Hegel
says, has moved to a higher development, an Alienated
Spirit. The higher development is that someone has
achieved this revolution, but they begin to identify themselves either as faction or as person with this, and from
now on the State is more or less on order. There is a tremendous attack on the state—never mind that Hegel was
a Prussian philosopher, he attacked it thoroughly, totally
and completely—even any future state that would come
between the person and their development.
There isn’t a single person on our stage today,
whether you take Mao, Fidel Castro, or any other
person, that you cannot find described in Alienated
Spirit.2 It is about what happens when there is a new
revolution and yet somehow there is a transformation in
the relationship between reality and thought in such a
way that you begin to identify yourself with the state or
with one single faction. You begin to have as big a Reign of
Terror in thought as the revolution had3—a Reign of Terror in thought against the other, the new opponents, etc.
And the new opponents even include religions, although
Hegel was a Christian.
His criticism of what he called “the discipline of
culture” is the foundation for Marx’s criticism of the superstructure. Hegel was not a proletarian revolutionary,
but he criticized all culture as very good for having first
fought against superstition and that sort of thing, but it
now has imprisoned us by what Marx called the imprisoning in the fetishism of commodities.4 I would go so far
as to say that Hegel’s three volumes on the Philosophy of
Religion are the greatest attack on the so-called vanguard
party that we have ever seen. Hegel does with the church,
though he is a Christian, what we want to do against the
Stalinist party. He is saying, “Look at that, Christianity
came in because finally we saw that, not only a few were
free, like those who were great enough to be philosophers,
but man as man was free. And this one little Church, the
Catholic Church, said they were the only interpreters and
they don’t let us have a direct contact with God.”
Whatever his excuse is, we have a lot to learn from
2. “Spirit in Self-Estrangement: The Discipline of Culture and
Civilization” (pp. 507-610/281-347) is the second main subdivision of the section on Spirit.
3. A reference to the Jacobin terror during the French Revolution.
4. For further discussion see Dunayevskaya’s Nov. 21, 1963, letter to Erich Fromm in News & Letters, Feb.-March 2008.

ABSOLUTE KNOWLEDGE

He comes to Absolute Knowledge and says: Look, this
is history. This has moved in such and such stages as the
phenomena of the spirit of man. Now there is also the
science of this spirit, whether in religion or in actual science, and these will unite to form Absolute Knowledge.
The Absolute Knowledge of science and history uniting as
one becomes the transition point for the Science of Logic
and the Philosophy of Mind, because everything always
ends in some Absolute. One is Absolute Knowledge in the
Phenomenology, then we have Absolute Idea in the Science of Logic, and then Absolute Mind in the Philosophy
of Mind. But it is always moving in this direction.
Now Hegel comes to the Science of Logic and begins
to talk not in stages of consciousness—as in the Phenomenology, which had just flowed out of him under the impact of the French Revolution—but in actual philosophic
categories. Each category takes up a whole stage of civilization in the same manner as each stage of consciousness. Because we are hurried in time I am not going to
deal with either Being or Essence. I will go directly to
“The Doctrine of the Notion,” and especially its last section, “The Absolute Idea.” “The Doctrine of Notion” or of
Freedom is in actuality the objective and subjective way
to get to the new society.
Both Marx and Lenin, even though Lenin went further in the Absolute Idea, happened to have stopped in
the Absolute. Marx said on the one hand it doesn’t mean
anything because Hegel returned to a closed system of
thought, but on the other hand it does mean something
because Marx was always returning back to it. But as it
happens [Marx’s 1844 “Critique of the Hegelian Dialectic”] cuts off at a certain paragraph at the very beginning
of the Philosophy of Mind, the section which begins on the
Absolute. When Marx finishes his critique of the Phenomenology of Mind, he tries to take it from a different angle.
He goes through Hegel’s whole system, quotes two paragraphs from the Philosophy of Nature and then goes into
the Philosophy of Mind, where the manuscript breaks off.
And that is the problem of our age.

SECOND SUBJECTIVITY

One of the central points in the Absolute Idea, just
before Hegel reaches what we call the “second subjectivity,” is a sentence which reads, “The self-determination
in which alone the Idea is, is to hear itself speak.”5 The
self-determination of ideas also has various stages of development and breaks into two.
There is a movement from practice—that is
where I get my [category of] movement from practice, which is to hear itself speak. It comes, so to
speak, elementally in the proletariat, as instinctive.
And there is a movement from theory which doesn’t
come so elementally and may have many pitfalls. At
this point, where the theoreticians have to listen to
the masses...the question is how will the two unite?
This self-determination [is manifested] when Hegel
begins to laugh at Syllogism, because everybody says that
he is supposed to stand for a Thesis, Antithesis and Synthesis—and that is a lot of nonsense. He doesn’t stand
for any such formal triad….Since every beginning is a result of some other mediation, he says, “The answer is in
Subjectivity. I have shown you the Doctrine of Objectivity, and of Subjectivity, and I am talking of the unity of
the theoretical and the practical idea.” He says in essence
that the unity occurs in subjectivity alone, therefore it
isn’t really your first negation of the thing, but the second
negation [that is decisive]. In Philosophy and Revolution,
I am going to develop two kinds of subjectivity: the petty
bourgeois kind like Mao and the real kind that comes
from the proletariat. The new, the greatness, the problem
for our age is to solve this little second subjectivity. How
does this unity resolve itself in this second subjectivity?
Herbert Marcuse’s, and the other academic Marxists’, approach at this stage is to give up, run away, and
I will show you the basis that they run away from. They
think they are great materialists when they do it, but they
are not. They say the Absolute Idea is the result of the
fact that mental and manual labor were so far separated,
and it was a pre-technological age that Hegel (and Marx
even) lived in.
I completely and totally disagree with that, because
Hegel ran back to what he was before on the state, not on
the Absolute Idea. Marcuse, because he considers himself
a Marxist (and academically he is one) is trying to say: 1)
The Absolute Idea is pre-technology. 2) We have to forget
that part and take reality. And to him reality is that the
proletariat is impotent and has not made the revolution
for him, as Marx had predicted. 3) He does recognize the
second subjectivity, but he interprets it as the intellectual
continued on p. 9
5. Hegel, Science of Logic (MacMillan, 1929), Vol. II, p. 467; Hegel,
Science of Logic (Cambridge University Press, 2010), p. 736.
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LGBTQ+ people. They are very deliberately imposing a
false, white supremacist, patriarchal rewriting of history
I. The mass murders in Uvalde and Buffalo
that is fully compatible with the fascist replacement myth.
Along with other feverish delusions, this myth has
Thousands of people rallied in cities across the U.S.
objective roots in the fears by large numbers of workingon June 11 calling for action to stop the horrendous wave
class and middle-class whites whose living conditions are
of mass shootings that have become shockingly common.
endangered by precarious employment, stagnant pay,
X Gonzalez, a survivor of the high school massacre
high costs of housing, healthcare and food, at a time when
in Parkland, Florida, told the rally in Washington, D.C.,
white majorities are shrinking and U.S. world power has
“You say that children are the future, and you never listen
been declining. Those roots are well fertilized by capitalto what we say once we’re old enough to disagree with
ists who fear revolt and are enabled to grow by the lack of
you, you decaying degenerates. You really want to protect
a prominent liberatory, revolutionary alternative.
children, pass some fucking gun laws.”
As Raya Dunayevskaya, founder of Marxist-HumanThe mass murder at a Texas elementary school
ism in the U.S., wrote in “The Roots of Anti-Semitism,”
on May 24, on the heels of the racist mass murder in
“Under the open sore of the persecution of a minority is
Buffalo May 14, was a painful manifestation of the
hidden the greater truth of exploitation—that the exsocial breakdown we are suffering through.
ploiters, not the exploited, are the minority.” Objective
If you feel like the world is falling apart, you are not
roots of today’s reach for fascism are explored in detail
alone. As the 2021 Perspectives Thesis of News and Letin “Trump’s Coup Threatens U.S. Democracy” (Jan.-Feb.
ters Committees detailed, “The world faces not one but
2021 N&L).
multiple existential crises….”
We should not forget
The recent shootings,
the overlap between the
the Ukraine war, the world @AMarch4OurLives
“great replacement” myth
food crisis and inflation, the
and
the
anti-abortion
Supreme Court’s attacks
movement, which is largeon freedom that range from
ly powered by a fear that
abortion rights to voting
men will be “replaced” by
rights to prisoners’ appeals
women, that men’s power
of wrongful sentences—all
and status are in danger
these are further developfrom women trying to claim
ments of these multiple
self-determination
and
crises.
freedom. The anti-abortion
While the Texas shootmovement was smaller and
ing was not about racism,
largely Catholic until rethe politics of absolutizing
actionary Protestant leadthe Second Amendment
ers seized on it in the late
and flooding society with
March for Our Lives, Washington, D.C., June 11, 2022
1970s as a more appealing
guns is rooted in the racist,
moral banner than the desexist backlash to the Black
fense of segregation in their parochial schools, so it has
and other freedom movements of the 1960s.1 And that,
long had roots in racism as well as patriarchy.
rather than any supposed question of “individual rights,”
Patriarchy has always been as crucial for fascism as
is exactly what the Supreme Court’s June 23 decision
have been racism, nationalism, and xenophobia. And now
striking down New York’s gun law is about, the day before
there is an added emphasis on stoking gender panic by dethe same court demolished women’s right to abortion,
monizing Trans people, or all LGBTQ+ people, as “groompresaging the demolition of more rights.
ers.” Attacks on Trans and other LGBTQ+ people have
MISOGYNY AND PATRIARCHY ARE CENTRAL
spiked, and in Idaho 31 members of a far right group were
Virulent misogyny is universal among the men who
arrested on their way to attack a Pride event in June.
go on murderous rampages like those of the shooters in
Uvalde and Buffalo. The Uvalde shooter had for months
II. Putin’s Genocidal Ideology and
been making violent, misogynistic online threats to teen
Philosophic Evasion by the Left
girls. The Washington Post reported:
I
haven’t
seen anyone on the Left making excuses for
“Many of Ramos’ threats to assault women, the young
the murderers, broadcasters, and politicians who spew
women added, barely stood out from the undercurrent of
“replacement theory.” And yet, too much of the Left is
sexism that pervades the Internet—something they said
whitewashing a parallel genocidal ideology put forward
they have fought back against but also come to accept.”
by Russian President Vladimir Putin to justify erasing
Trying to act as if he cared, Texas Governor Greg AbUkraine from the map and claiming it as part of Russia.
bott called the Uvalde mass murder “incomprehensible.”
This ranges from self-described anarchist Noam ChomHe only meant that he will not allow himself to
sky, whose echoing of Putin’s propaganda was dissected
comprehend the reality that he upholds, nor comin a May 19 open letter from four Ukrainian economists,
prehend the fact that the world does not have to be
to dual screeds from Monthly Review and its editor, John
this way. The potential for a truly human society
Bellamy Foster. Foster and Monthly Review basically repervades the present but it is part of his job to keep
peat Putin’s propaganda points in “analyzing” the invait hidden, including from himself. And it is the job
sion as a “proxy war,” while recognizing no agency except
of ideology, amped up to fever pitch.
for that of U.S. imperialism, so that nowhere do masses
One measure of the intense delusion that has gripped
of any country figure into the analysis, while resistance
our society is how quickly the absurd explanations for
to genocide from Bosnia on is transformed into “NATO
that bloodbath spread: It was a “false flag” attack to alwars” and the actual genocides are erased from history.3
low migrants to stream across the border; or the dead and
The philosophic evasion of the Left has led to
their families were actually “crisis actors” and no one was
this kind of ideological pollution whose ground is
killed; or the gunman was a crazed Transgender man or
tailending state powers, not dialectics of revoluan undocumented immigrant. These claims perfectly retion. How to cut through this ideological pollution
flect the nature of today’s neofascism: deny the real conis a paramount question to work on.
tradictions and their roots, and deflect to the Other, who
Ideology, in Marx’s sense of objectively rooted false
must be the real enemy, which is always the deeper truth
consciousness,
depends on rewriting history—past and
2
that is “known” intuitively, no matter the actual facts.
present—or simply declares it incomprehensible. So the
How this situation reveals the need for revolution
battle of ideas demands not just confronting ideology with
and the impotence of liberals and reformists was unwitfacts but with philosophy, and confronting the separation
tingly demonstrated by Michelle Goldberg in The New
of history from philosophy and vice versa—that is, it deYork Times (“America May Be Broken Beyond Repair,”
mands the philosophic comprehension of history.
May 27, 2022): “Even as people learn the names of all

vate capitalism. The Left largely failed this test, almost
universally disregarding the positive dimension coming
from the struggle of Bosnians against genocide and reaching for a new multiethnic society. Instead, many Leftists
openly supported the Serbian nationalism of Slobodan
Milošević, Radovan Karadžić and Ratko Mladić, which
they hailed as ‘anti-imperialist’ or even ‘socialist.’ All too
many others equivocated but did not object to participating in coalitions with these reactionary would-be Leftists.
It was the beginning of the return of Red-Brown alliances
between elements of the Left and the far Right.”

ESSAY

Society in the grip of genocidal ideology

by Franklin Dmitryev

those murdered children, the most common sentiment is
not ‘never again,’ but a bitter acknowledgment that nothing is going to change. America is too sick, too broken. It
is perhaps beyond repair.”
But a new generation of young radicals has a different idea. They are rejecting this system and reaching out
for a society that isn’t mired in despair and decay.

RACIST, FASCIST REPLACEMENT MYTH

The purely racist nature of the Buffalo massacre underscores the tremendous violence inherent in the mainstreaming of genocidal ideology. That is being played out
on a grand scale in Russia’s war on Ukraine. It is the far
Right that celebrated the Buffalo killings, but the Republican Party tacitly supported the thinking behind it as
they echo a polished version of the fascistic “great replacement” myth that the killer trumpeted.
This cannot be separated from the imposition of
totalitarian thought control by politicians banning the
teaching of truth in history, erasing any freedom struggles
as well as racism and sexism, erasing the humanity of
1. See “In the U.S., Backlash to Civil Rights Era Made Guns a
Political Third Rail” by Amanda Taub, New York Times, May 25,
2022.
2. See Raya Dunayevskaya on “Hegel’s Third Attitude Today,”
May-June 2022 News & Letters.

BOSNIA, SYRIA: THE TRUE HISTORY

That is why our 2021 Perspectives Thesis briefly
traced what happened from the fall of Communism in
East Europe and the USSR through Bosnia to revolution and counter-revolution in Syria. Looking back at the
short-circuiting of revolutionary forces in East Europe
and Russia in 1989-91, the Left is more comfortable focusing on the U.S. role than the determining role of the philosophic void in the Left itself, which had ramifications in
the Bosnian genocide and the ability of the U.S. to corral the multiethnic revolt into an ethnic partition there,
and in the hemming in of the Arab Spring and the Syrian
revolution. It is too easy to forget the profound depths and
militancy of the reach for freedom in all of those countries, once it has been contained, betrayed, and written
out of history. The failure of the Left ceded the field to the
cancer of fascism. As the Perspectives Thesis put it:
“News and Letters Committees declared [Bosnia] to
be a test of world politics that called for filling the philosophical void, beginning with the projection of the liberatory banner of revolution and a new human society, the
negation of the negation, rather than stopping at the first
negation of either state-capitalist Communism or pri3. See my “Left Apologetics for Putin” for more on Monthly Review, Foster and Chomsky.

III. Marx and Marxist-Humanism
vs. Retrogression

Tracing the character and the roots of today’s retrogression in the Left and in society as a whole is an effort
to battle and transcend it. Raya Dunayevskaya’s category
of post-Marx Marxism as pejorative showed the roots of
its retrogressions in its incompleteness: it did not grasp
Marx’s body of ideas as a total philosophy of revolution in
permanence and instead broke off sections of it.
Marx had already faced retrogression in the Left as
early as the Communist Manifesto’s critique of the epigones of utopian socialism. After the 1848 revolutions
were defeated, Marx faced retrogression within the Communist League, and again within the First International
after the defeat of the Paris Commune.
To Marxist-Humanism, the Critique of the Gotha
Program, Marx’s counterattack against retrogression within so-called Marxism, projected the inseparability of philosophy and organization, including
a general view of what happens after revolution as
an integral part of the ground of organization.
That general view referred specifically to his concept
of “a higher phase” of the new society. Dunayevskaya wrote:
“Critique of the Gotha Program: There is no way
now, no matter how Marx kept from trying to give any
blueprints for the future, not to develop a general view of
where we’re headed for the day after the conquest of power, the day after we have rid ourselves of the birthmarks
of capitalism when a new generation can finally see all
its potentiality put an end once and for all to the division
between mental and manual labor.”4
After Marx’s death, post-Marx Marxism pervaded
the Marxist movement, which suffered waves of retrogression, from the degeneration of the Second International,
to the transformation of the Russian Revolution into its
opposite with Stalin’s counter-revolution, to the post-1968
Left grounded in defeats of near-revolutions like France
May 1968, to what we traced with Bosnia and Syria.
After the Second International’s betrayal, reviving
revolutionary Marxism took Lenin’s return to Hegel’s dialectic as Marx’s roots; the Russian Revolution’s transformation called forth Dunayevskaya’s return to Hegel’s dialectic and Marx’s Humanism; the 1960s failures demanded
a new focus on Hegel’s absolutes as new beginning.

TRANSCENDING TODAY’S UNREASON

Today’s retrogression certainly brings to mind the
heyday of Stalinism, when Communists and fellow
travelers would tour the USSR while the purges were
going on, and return to the U.S. or Western Europe or
Latin America with tales of nothing but a workers’
paradise. However, like today, retrogression was not
limited to the outright Stalinists who denied the reality
in front of their faces, but characterized in a different way
the anti-Stalinism that failed to present a fundamental
alternative to Stalinism. That is, an alternative in
philosophy, in a vision of the future, in comprehension of
the meaning and direction of events, and in the search for
and recognition of new subjects of revolution.
We didn’t know in August 2021 that Russia was going
to invade Ukraine, but it’s worth taking a look at Part IV
of that Perspectives Thesis on fascism with today’s eyes to
see how we can deepen it now. Part V of that Perspectives
Thesis showed that fighting ideology requires raising the
banner of a new universal “grounded in the movements
from below, their actions and ideas, their reach for a totally new future, and the philosophy of liberation that roots
itself in those movements both of today and historically.
What is needed is to begin, not from the particular facts,
but from the Absolute of the projected new society. Anything less ends in capitulation. Our world on the precipice
of interacting disasters cannot afford to get mired in more
compromise and capitulation.
“What is crucial in defeating fascist unreason is the
Reason of masses in motion for freedom, as manifested
both in movements from practice and in the historic continuity of freedom struggles, which are concentrated as
Ideas in theories and philosophies of liberation. In other
words, the absolute opposite to this unreason is the philosophy of revolution in permanence, grounded in and always returning to and interrelating and exchanging with
movements from practice.”
4. From her June 1, 1987, Presentation, in The Philosophic Moment of Marxist-Humanism, p. 7, or The Power of Negativity,
p. 5. More expansively, Dunayevskaya wrote in Rosa Luxemburg,
Women’s Liberation, and Marx’s Philosophy of Revoution (pp.
156-57) about this “general view” from Marx’s Critique of the Gotha Program, focusing on his “perspective of a totally classless
society” grounded in “from each according to his ability, to each
according to his needs,” and ending the “subordination of the
individual to the division of labor” and “the antithesis between
mental and physical labor,” to the point where “labor from a mere
means of life, has itself become the prime necessity of life.”
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SUPREME COURT’S ATTACK
ON WOMEN’S FREEDOM

No words,
really. I’m not
surprised but
I’m really not
sure why we
pay taxes to not
have
healthcare,
to
be
served possible
prison sentences for carrying a fetus you
don’t want in
your body, guns
everywhere, no
one can afford
to buy a house,
and no one can
afford children
anyway. What
is this life?
K.M.
Philadelphia
***
It doesn’t
matter if we can
give birth, all of
womankind has just been made subordinate in law and reality and in the minds
of all the sexist, misogynist pigs who walk
the earth. All women are impacted. Some
way more than others. Now I welcome
menopause. I cannot bear to feel for/with
those women in the clinics the day of the
Court’s decision in states with trigger laws
who were sent home with unwanted pregnancies and told their lives are not their
own, nor their futures, nor their health,
nor their safety, nor their minds. The state
doesn’t care. Well, that’s not true. The
state wants to make us powerless because
then all women will be seen as “less than.”
Even less than a fertilized egg.
Feminist fighter
Chicago
***
Anti-abortionists want to dominate
thinking of women by calling the fetus a
“baby” until everyone believes that Big
Lie. A fetus only becomes a baby after it
is born. But they want to make it a legal
person with rights from the moment of
conception. Will it have responsibilities
also, like every other good citizen? Will it
have to pay taxes, be drafted into the military? We have already seen cases where
mothers’ health or lives have been forcibly
sacrificed to keep fetuses alive. This false
ideology negates the personhood of the
already-born, especially the mother.
Feminist
Michigan
***
The
chumppacked U.S.
Supreme
Court’s fascists plan is
to strip women of the right
to own and
control their
bodies. Make
no
mistake
about what is coming. The right-wing bloc
will not stop with women. Civil Rights for
Black, Brown, and LGBTQ+ will be on the
religious-right-controlled “cancel” agenda
of the Court. Activists, get organized and
fight back or prepare to go back to the preCivil Rights 1950s America.
John Taylor #148535
FCF, P.O. Box 999, Cañon City, Colo. 81215
***
I’m glad to hear that many U.S. companies are pissed about the truly anti-life
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court. So are
some Canadian companies that operate in
the U.S. The Canadian government is setting aside funding for more abortion care
to help women in the U.S. Birth control
and same-sex relationships are still under
strong protection here. I’m sad and sickened by what is happening to women in
the U.S.
Elise
Halifax, Canada
***
These unelected Supreme Court
judges, appointed by presidents who lost
the vote and disapproved by senators who
represented a majority of the voters, were
foisted on us by power-hungry people in
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order to violate the clear wishes of the
vast majority. This is not logical legal reasoning, it is a judicial coup by ideological
fanatics who want to suppress freedom
and democracy.
Environmentalsit
Southern California

•

ABORTION, HEALTHCARE AND
WOMEN’S MOVEMENT

What has always made me angry
was the fact that women’s clinics had to
be created to meet women’s need for abortions. Why weren’t abortions performed
in hospitals from the minute Roe v. Wade
became the law of the land? Had this been
the case, it would have legitimized and
regulated abortion from its legal beginnings and reduced the spectacle of antiabortion fanatics screaming “murderer” at
women walking into freestanding healthcare clinics. Women’s health needs have
never been a government priority, as seen
in the shamefully high maternal mortality rate in the U.S.
Maggie Soleil
Hawaii
***
When Roe v. Wade was announced,
women’s liberationists celebrated, but
then didn’t fight for regulation that would
ensure facilities were medically sound
and would prevent unscrupulous clinics
from providing unsafe care, or pretending to provide abortion care when in fact
snookering women into keeping their
pregnancies until it was too late to have
an abortion. Meanwhile the anti-abortionists crafted regulations that would make
it impossible to provide abortions. This is
why “revolution in permanence” is so important. White middle-class women did
not fight against the Hyde Amendment as
it mostly affected poor women and women
of color.
The Supreme Court said there was no
history in the Constitution of an abortion
right. Neither was there a right to vote for
women or Black people. Black men and
women were not counted as human. Will
the Court argue the same way when they
try to take away women’s right to contraception, to vote or the personhood of Black
people?
Susan Van Gelder
Detroit
***
Not only did many women continue to
fight to protect and expand abortion rights
before and after the introduction of the
Hyde Amendment, but these fights continued beyond that time. I cut my political
teeth as a student participating in clinic
defenses in the 1980s, so I know women
did not go on a vacation after abortion became legal. I would posit rather that the
broader women’s movement’s acceptance
of Roe as “the best we can do” to expand
abortion rights, by accepting its being
nestled under a “privacy” right, rather
than pushing for a more expansive foundation as a right against discrimination
(e.g., the implication of Catharine MacKinnon’s critique, and also a part of parallel legal battles that were superseded by
the Roe victory) turned out to be a fundamental weakness. The ideology of Roe
then morphed into abortion rights being
about individual “choice”, which gradually
became the individualizing discourse of
many feminists (choice feminism), leading
to the disintegration of the collective ethos
of earlier feminists.
Ann
Washington, D.C.
***
As predicted, some doctors in antiabortion states are now so scared of prosecution that they are turning away women
with ectopic pregnancy, which can be fatal
if not treated and will certainly cause miscarriages. This era really is more dangerous than pre-Roe—and then we have the
disgusting spectacle of some “pro-lifers”
rejoicing in women’s deaths.
Subscriber
Nova Scotia
***

All these sanctimonious right-wing
Republicans who opine about how their
stand on outlawing all abortions, including for rape, incest, and serious harm to
the pregnant woman is because they believe in “the sanctity of life,” should amend
their statements and tell the truth. They
believe in the sanctity of life unless that
life is the life of a woman. Clearly, they
don’t give a damn about her, either her
health, or her life after she is forced to
carry a pregnancy to term against her will
and better judgment.
Women’s Liberationist
Chicago

•

ABORTION UNSEPARATED FROM
ALL FREEDOM STRUGGLES

I’m feeling really horrible about abortion no longer being legal throughout the
U.S. Powerless, helpless, and hopeless. I
think this
really is
the transition to
full fascism. Not
the beginning, but
a
turning point.
Also,
I
read
“Russian
invasion and
Ukrainian resistance shake up the world” (May-June
2022 N&L). I was so happy to see abortion mentioned there because of horrible
misogyny and how repressive Poland is
when the country is being touted as great
humanitarians. Except when it comes to
women. I haven’t heard anyone else mention it and that omission has pissed me
off. Abortion is either siloed off as a single
issue or totally collapsed into every other
struggle, EXCEPT the struggle against
sexism proper.
Feminist
Chicago

•

GAY PRIDE: WHOSE BODIES? OURS!

On June 29 San Francisco held its
first Gay Pride march since the pandemic.
It was unusually massive this year, some
estimate over 500,000. The traditional
opening by Dykes on Bikes was followed
immediately by a large contingent shouting “Whose bodies? Our bodies!” in a challenge to the Supreme Court overturning
of Roe v Wade.
Urszula Wislanka
Oakland, Calif.

•

COLONIZERS PAST AND PRESENT

China’s ruler Xi Jinping in June presided over a celebration of the 360th anniversary of Zheng Chenggong taking
part of Taiwan from the Dutch. This was
meant to threaten Taiwan with invasion.
However, as a historical claim to Taiwan
by China, it overlooks the awkward fact
that Zheng was in rebellion against the
Qing Dynasty, trying to restore the Ming
Dynasty. Not to mention how many countries have gained their independence from
colonizers since 1662—not just the USA
and Ukraine.
Former Taiwan resident
Canada

•

LET THEM EAT ROCKETS

Jeff Bezos launched his penis-shaped
rocket again. A TV host was arguing that
it is OK for Bezos to do whatever he wants
with his money. First of all, it was never
OK with me when governments spent peoples’ money on space exploration, and it
is no different for billionaires. When I see
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that robot launch I only see an unnecessary amount of carbon being released into
my climate. This carbon release should be
a crime. How many cars is equal to just
one launch into space for a 10-minute
thrill ride?
Recently everyone witnessed another
oil spill in Southern California. Who is to
blame? Not one news channel blamed the
continued use of burning oil for energy as
the cause of the oil spill.
Here in Southern California, 40 million people are about to run out of water
because not enough snow falls anymore
in Colorado. Imperial County grows twothirds of the nation’s vegetables consumed
in winter and depends on the Colorado
River. San Diego, Phoenix, Las Vegas and
several other big cities also depend on
the Colorado River for drinking water. I
can’t go one day without water to drink,
but soon millions of people will know the
reality of global warming. You have water
today, but tomorrow? Will we allow capitalism to kill our planet?
Prisoner
Calipatria, Calif.

•

OPPRESSION OF HOMELESS

I oppose California Gov. Gavin Newsom’s plans to focus on mandatory psychiatric treatment for homeless people rather than providing adequate housing, jobs
and free medical services for unhoused
citizens. The U.S.’s extremely competitive economic system is the basic cause of
homelessness. In our society everyone is
encouraged to compete for their own success against the success of others. With
our belief that progress evolves from this
endless struggle to survive, some people
will inevitably fail and become extremely
poor, unemployed and eventually homeless. Not everyone is suited for this continuous struggle to advance and to defeat
others. Anyone who is forced to live on the
streets without the basic necessities for a
good life will slowly develop symptoms of
mental illness. No one is so strong that
their living on the streets would not begin
to make them depressed, angry and prone
to drug and alcohol abuse. I’m afraid that
until the U.S. undergoes an overall transformation towards greater empathy and
compassion for all its people, there is little
hope that the plight of homelessness can
be ended.
Rama Kumar
Fairfax, Calif.

•

ONLY 14 MORE MASS SHOOTINGS!

The United States of America is doing
pretty good. In the week since the mass
murder of little kids and a teacher in Uvalde, Texas, the Washington Post reported
that there were ONLY 14 MORE mass
shootings in our lovely nation! A mass
shooting is defined as an incident in which
four or
more
people
have
been
shot, not
including the
shooter.
Gee,
just 14
more in almost a week? We’re doing pretty
darn good!
Saddened
Tennessee

•

CHURCH, STATE, AND FOOTBALL

Rep. Lauren Boebert was widely
and rightly mocked for claiming that the
Founding Fathers intended for the church
to rule over the government, never mind
separation of church and state. Then came
the Supreme Court decisions that proved
at least six people agree with her: States
are now mandated to send public funds
to religious schools, and coaches at public schools can lead their teams in prayer.
What young athlete could afford to say
no, when resistance or even lack of enthusiasm might endanger playing time or a
spot on the team at all?
Football fan
Kansas City, Kansas
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DIALECTICS OF PHILOSOPHY
AND ORGANIZATION

The May-June From the Writings
of Raya Dunayevskaya column, “Hegel’s
Third Attitude Today” included excerpts
from three different time periods—1961,
1972 and 1987. Dunayevskaya returned
again and again to this section of the
Hegelian dialectic that became alive for
her in different ways at each moment. In
1961, it was to show that the dialectic can
illuminate retrogression as well as leaps
toward freedom. In 1972, in her Philosophy and Revolution, it was to characterize
Mao as an intuitionist, a form of retrogression, when many were characterizing
him as an original philosopher and a great
revolutionary. In 1987 Dunayevskaya returned to the Third Attitude, seeing in
Hegel the question of two kinds of organization—organization of thought, “the
Idea,” and “organizational responsibility
for the ‘self-determination of the Idea’”—
as she was working on a projected book on
Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy.
The editor’s note rightly called attention to the relevance of Third Attitude:
“thought disjointed from objective truth
is running amok today—even including
self-described Marxists who oppose selfdetermination of Ukraine and side with
Putin.” At the same time, we should remember that Dunayevskaya was writing
her new work to focus attention on the
need for revolutionaries, for social activists, to forge a unity out of liberation ideas
(dialectical philosophy) and radical organization. This is a challenging task that is
very much alive today as a needed pathway toward a society on truly new human
beginnings.
Eugene Walker
Mexico
***
Our actions should not be separate
from a philosophy of human liberation,
which is a long way away from the religious hypocrites who talk about mercy
when it comes to a fetus while at the same
time they are raping kids in church chambers. The far right tries to hide their racist agenda of the past, present, and future,
ban books in school that reveal the true
history of the U.S. and the world, while
they cover up their true character of being
opposed to all minorities with their racist
agendas.
Mannel
Spain

•
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PELICAN BAY HUNGER
STRIKE PAMPHLET

Last night I was reorganizing my
property, some of the stuff I’ve not seen
in more than five years, as it was stored
at an ad-seg property room. It brightened
my day to come across and reread the
brilliant little booklet you put together
in 2012, Pelican Bay Hunger Strikers: ‘We
Want to Be Validated as Human’, the News
& Letters reports from the 2011 hunger
strike. I showed a few of your other solidly
supportive writings to my friends.
California prisoner, 2011-13
hunger strikes participant

•

PRISON AND SLAVERY

Here at Florida State Prison they
have implemented oppressive rules to
stop the flow of contraband when actually
80% of all contraband comes from them.
It’s just another way to make money off of
us and oppress us at the same time, smh.
U.S. capitalism is another form of slavery
without the whips and chains. Well, maybe
just without the whips, because they most
definitely use chains. If you end up on the
wrong side
of capitalism, you’re
either
chained to a
life of poverty or to a life
in prison.
Prisoner
Florida State Prison, Tampa, Fla.
***
Being a prison inmate time and again,
I’d like to expound upon the slavery exception clause of the 13th Amendment. Until
we finally deal with slavery worldwide,
including sexual slavery, as a people, how
can we ever attain freedom for the world?
The issue of slavery is to be tackled every day lest this energy continue to build
and bind the world. Slavery allows for a
continuation of restrictions to be placed
on the world, to keep the planet blinded
to the truth of governments that not only
are greedily corrupt and steal and kill; but
it also binds the will of a lot of people to
physically be and express the truth for the
universe to behold. Slavery in all its forms
is but the growth, little by little, for the
idea against freedom to be perpetuated all
over the world. When the worldwide battle
for slavery to end takes place, then we will
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see the magic and beauty of freedom elevate this world to higher truths.
A Freedom Fighter
Iowa Park, Tex.
***
I’m requesting a free Marxist-Humanist newspaper because I’m standing against capitalism, imperialism, and
oppression. I face oppression, injustice,
and discrimination daily in this institution—the neo-slave plantation and Prison
Industrial Complex. My constitutional
rights are violated by administration and
prison officials almost every day at Hayes
State Prison. There was a tragic suicide
here on May 23 because of security vacancies and deprivation of 30-minute intervals in the dorms.
Prisoner
Trion, Ga.

•

ON LOCKDOWN

Could you please sign me up for your
newspaper? We are on a statewide lockdown due to an inmate escaping. Gov.
Greg Abbott put the entire Texas Department of Corrections on lockdown.
Prisoner
Marlin, Tex.
***
For as long as I can remember, politicians have been saying “build more prisons and lock folks up.” Now that they have
done that, prisons are overcrowded and
have not enough people to fill the jobs
as guards or nurses. So what do they do?
They turn Mountain View Correctional
Institution into one big Seg (administrative segregation or solitary). We’ve been
locked in our cells for months with no relief in sight. Why can’t they bring back parole for older guys like me, guys pushing
60 and older?
Prisoner
Spruce Pine, N.C.

•

PRISON CENSORSHIP

Since I have been at the Adult Detention Center, they have been refusing
newspaper and secondary material that
can help with my criminal defense. I’ve
been here three years awaiting trial. None
of the materials like Prison Legal News or
material from the Center for Constitutional Rights or Prison Activist Resource Center pose any threat to ADC security. I have
filed for the retaliation and infringing on
my First Amendment rights. They are violating other rights here and displaying a

deliberate
indifference
to
medical
needs.
You
can see on
the internet
how
many
deaths have
happened
here.
It’s
people in this
unit that haven’t had showers or recreation for months. It’s people that are mentally ill and are locked down 24 hours each
day.
Prisoner
Manassas, Va.
***
Recently my prison’s mailroom has
been claiming that your publication’s issues “incite riots, work stoppages,” etc.
The Arkansas Department of Corrections
headquarters has been backing up these
claims and denying your publications.
I send in all appeals, but I have no way
to know what is in the publications. That
makes it hard to know if their claims are
legit or not.
Prisoner
Calico Rock, Ark.

•

VOICES FROM BEHIND BARS

I’ve been locked up for 35 years minus
15 months of freedom. A fellow prisoner
gave me the March-April issue of your
amazing N&L newspaper and I love it. I
would love a subscription. Will you please
add me to your mailing list? I just turned
60 on April 4 and I feel wonderful, strong
and healthy. I’m doing life with no parole.
When I have the right person, I will surely
get you a good donation.
Prisoner
Manistee, Mich.
***
I am a political prisoner and revolutionary freedom fighter being held captive
(POW). Please issue me a free subscription to your newspaper.
Prisoner
Tehachapi, Calif.

TO OUR READERS: Can you
donate $5 for a prisoner who cannot
pay for a subscription to N&L? It will
be shared with many others. Prisoners are eligible to continue their free
subscriptions when they first get released, a time when the system tries
to make them forget the struggle.
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$8.00
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VOICES FROM THE INSIDE OUT
End life without parole
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Strikes and rage at murders in Amazon
Alberto César Araújo/Amazônia Real

My name is Sam Lint. I am a Lifer here in South
Dakota who has been working for years to bring change to
myself, my prison, and my state. News & Letters has been
a wonderful source of information during our struggle.
Please keep them coming. I share them with our entire
Lifers group.

LIFE SENTENCE FOR MANSLAUGHTER!

We started our quest in September 2017 with a few
goals focused on improving our overall living conditions.
A main goal is changing our state’s lifer law. See, South
Dakota is one of only two states that have no option for
parole if you have a life sentence. We are also one of the
only two states that will give a life sentence for manslaughter. “Life” is natural life here, and they don’t mind
giving it out.
Our group started writing our state legislature—105
members, 90% of them Republican—in 2017, and by 2019
we had multiple Lifers with legislators on our visiting
lists and willing to come in and speak to our entire Lifers group. In September 2019 we had our first meeting,
and we got a verbal commitment from a Republican state
senator that he would take up our cause.
January 2020 came and so did SB 138. For those
doing life on second degree murder, this bill would
have given them a chance at parole after 40 years,
and those doing life on manslaughter would have a
chance after 30 years. SB 138 did not make it out of
committee.
In 2021, the senator took a different approach and
filed SB 146, which would have given any Lifer who committed their crime when aged 25 or younger a chance at
parole when they reach 50 years of age. SB 146 passed
unanimously out of committee and then passed the Senate 18-17. It then went to the House where it failed to pass
committee.

TO MY INCARCERATED BROTHERS & SISTERS

I feel the need to write to let my incarcerated brothers and sisters know that success is within reach even in
the face of serious, systemic opposition. Trust that it was
not easy for us to get ourselves to the point where we felt
it was even worth trying to get politicians to help us, but
you have to do it.
Organize, gather facts, so that everyone is on the
same page. Start collecting small wins. Develop your
mind so that you’re up to the task. Go about it the right
way whenever you can, and stay true to the cause whenever you can’t. No matter what you do, never give up.
—Sam Lint

Ecuadorians fight back

continued from p. 1
very high price.
The president belongs to the oligarchs from the coast
and the vice-president to the aristocracy of the Sierra.
The Ecuadorian government launched a campaign, as is
usual for them, showing Indians as savages and accusing
them of vandalism and greed for money and power. They
keep mentioning that Iza, the leader of the Indigenous
people, possesses a car. This has emboldened racists to
say, “How many more cars does he want?”
Iza is Quechua. He is well respected among Indigenous peoples. They consider him to be honest, smart,
very well informed, brave, etc. The Indigenous movement
has led peaceful demonstrations in different cities. Thousands have come from far away with all the hardship that
this implies.

‘LOSING THEIR FEAR OF DEATH’

During the first days of the demonstrations, they
came with their hands empty, not even carrying a
stick. Now, after the aggressions they have suffered, I see
them carrying sticks.
Iza was arrested, and that caused the majority
of those who belong to the Indigenous movement
to go out into the streets. The government became
afraid and let him go but with a trial pending. Iza’s
car was smashed. He was inside it. It was clearly an
attempt to kill him.
I recently received a message from a friend in
Ecuador: “The racism gets stronger every second. The fascism gives me nausea. The situation is very tragic.”
The news says that besides the six Indigenous
people dead so far, there are approximately 150
critically wounded. As I see it, the Indigenous people are losing their fear of death. They do not leave
the streets in spite of the danger to their lives. In
prior demonstrations, once the government started killing Indigenous people they would leave, go
back to their towns. Now they are staying and getting bolder.
The situation in Ecuador is getting worse. Racism
and repression have escalated. But it is being met with
more support from women’s, environmental, student
groups and others, including international groups like
Amnesty International.
This situation reminds me of what Bolivian Indigenous women from the mines said when they were ready
to confront the members of the “Peace Corps” with their
armed helicopters: “We are ready to fight with our bodies.
They have a lot to lose. We will lose our hunger and slavery.”
—Greta, an Ecuadorian woman
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Protesters at FUNAI office in Manaus, Brazil, June 15, 2022, demand justice
for Phillips and Pereira, and ouster of Bolsonaro and Xavier.

After journalist Dom Phillips and Indigenous solidarity activist Bruno Pereira were murdered in the Brazilian Amazon, condemnations and calls for justice rang
out around the world. Scores, mostly Indigenous, protested in Atalaia do Norte at FUNAI, Brazil’s Indigenous
protection agency, with banners such as “Protection for
our Amazon forest,” “Amazon resist! Who ordered the killing?” and “Bolsonaro out!”

DEFLECTING BLAME

They challenged the government’s claim that the
three arrested, plus five more the police said will be arrested, acted alone. President Jair Bolsonaro and local
officials blamed the killings on a personal dispute, but
Phillips and Pereira were investigating and documenting
illegal logging, mining, fishing and drug trafficking by
organized crime groups that menace Indigenous peoples
in the area and exploit and degrade their environment.
Phillips had photographed one suspect fishing illegally.
It was Indigenous people who began the search
for the two after they disappeared, while the government stalled. Then Bolsonaro and FUNAI
blamed the victims.
“The bullets that kill journalists, activists and
Indigenous people in Amazonia are bought with money
from land grabs, illegal mining and logging,” said Marcio
Astrini of the environmental group Observatório do
Clima. “Through his omission in the search efforts or the
way he has encouraged these criminals, the Bolsonaro
government’s fingerprints are all over this tragedy.”

STRIKE AT FUNAI

The protest came after unions at FUNAI called a
five-day strike demanding broadening of the investigation into the murders, as well as the removal of FUNAI’s
president, Marcelo Xavier—the same Bolsonaro henchman who had fired Pereira from FUNAI in 2019 after he
shut down illegal mines on Indigenous land.
Xavier, who is notorious for undermining protections
of the Indigenous and allowing their lands to be grabbed,
had immediately blamed the victims when they went
missing, falsely claiming they lacked required permits.
His statement was so outrageous that a judge ordered

VOICES FROM THE INSIDE OUT
Agents of lawlessness

Since African Americans began their transition from
largely living in rural areas to predominantly urban ones,
the daily harm caused by the mere presence of police in
Black communities has been a consistent feature of Black
urban history and, increasingly, Black suburban history. Police brutality has been a badge of inferiority and
second-class citizenship when the police enforce the law
disproportionately and become the agents of lawlessness
and disorder.
It serves as a tangible reminder of the
incompleteness of formal equality. You cannot
truly be free when the police are able to set
upon you at will, for no particular reason. It is a
constant reminder of the space between freedom
and “unfreedom” where the contested citizenship
of African Americans is held.
The racism of the police is not the product of vitriol.
It flows from their role as armed agents of the State. They
function to enforce the rule of the politically powerful and
the economic elite. This is why poor and working-class
communities are so heavily policed.
Within these neighborhoods African Americans
are focused on, even as police direct their violence
against all working-class people, including whites.
But the police reflect and reinforce the dominant
ideology of the State that employs them, which
explains why they are inherently racist and
resistant to substantive reform.
Policing has remained incredibly consistent
as a thoroughly racist institution trained on Black
communities. The racism of the police, historically, has
also overlapped with the economic needs of business and
the state to create a racialized political economy that is
particularly burdensome on Black communities.
—Eric L. Wilridge

him to remove it from the FUNAI website.
Bolsonaro has systematically undermined protection
of the environment as well as of Indigenous peoples and
encouraged the takeover of their land by capitalist exploiters. His vision of opening the entire Amazon to this
kind of destructive “development” goes hand in hand with
his genocidal policies toward its peoples. He has openly
stated his envy of the U.S. cavalry for its decimation of
Native Americans.
The fruits of his vision include 8,729 killings in the
Brazilian Amazon in 2020, mostly related to agrarian and
environmental conflicts. This is consistent with a worldwide trend of murders of environmental and land defenders such as Pereira, which reached 227 in 2020.
The vicious threats, silencing, and murders of these
defenders show the exploiters fear their actions and messages, which move people around the world to solidarity.
—Franklin Dmitryev

THOUGHTS FROM THE OUTSIDE
A way out of no way
by Faruq

This morning I walked down Powell Street in San
Francisco, a street tourists visit that I normally don’t.
It is very different from the Tenderloin, where I usually work, though only a couple blocks away. There are no
homeless on Powell Street, no tents, no people sleeping in
recessed doorways. On reflection, I realized that it is not
so different. Everything comes down to making it easy for
money to flow into the high-class businesses in that area.
I realized that it is not so different from my job, to
keep the homeless away from neighborhood businesses. A
mom-and-pop store has a business to feed their children.
They can’t have people blocking their store entrance. Everything revolves around keeping money flowing.

BENJAMIN CRUMP DOCUMENTARY

Civil is a new documentary about a champion of human rights, Benjamin Crump. It presents his life and his
struggles just to do right as a human being in this chaotic
world. He became a lawyer to keep his word to his grandmother to stay on the right side of the law. He is famous
for filing civil suits in a variety of civil and human rights
cases. He is the lawyer who won large settlements for the
families of Breonna Taylor and George Floyd.
With no accountability for police killing Black and
Brown people, he thought to make it financially painful.
He mentions the effect Trayvon Martin’s killing had on
his resolve to take these civil cases. He saw that, since
there were no criminal consequences, the only language
authorities could understand was financial loss. The cash
nexus, both in San Francisco and in cases Mr. Crump
takes, seems to trump all other relations.
Despite the fact that no one was found accountable for the police unannounced night-time terror
raid and murder of Breonna Taylor, he was able to
get a then-unprecedented settlement of $12 million.
He took on cases involving police killings, but also:
poisoning of Black farmers by Monsanto’s Roundup weed
killer; assuming a check brought by a young Black mother
must be fraud; elevated lead levels in the families, especially children, of Black workers—many former prisoners—employed at the smelter in Tampa Bay, Fla., extracting lead from batteries; routinely overcharging Black
patients in the medical system, etc.
He has been a focus of typical vicious slander from
the Right, the media, and even from some in the Black
community, that he is making it all about money. As
George Jackson said, first they try to ridicule you out of
existence. If that does not work, they will try assassination. Mr. Crump is getting death threats; he had to hire a
bodyguard, a former prisoner.
Mr. Crump had to figure out how to cross the
racial divide and, he said, to “speak white” to the
jury to make them see a Black person as a human
being as opposed to a criminal. George Floyd was
killed in an inhumane way for supposedly passing a
false $20 bill. His last words were “mama, mama...”
This element of our common humanity galvanized
the world, Black and white.
Crump brought out how painful it is to get to know
the victims, whose families he represents, only in death,
not as human beings. He stressed how important it is to
prevent these cases, so he can get to know people in life,
to prevent the killings. He feels he is running out of time.

HUMANIZE THE VICTIMS

In all his cases his job is to humanize the victims,
to make the jury, as well as society in general, see them
as human. The headline is that he won a settlement of
$27 million for the family of George Floyd. Yet there is no
number that can substitute for real human relations in
life, not just after death.
Crump embodies the idea that came out of slavery in the phrase “a way out of no way.” As experienced by many before him, there seemed to be no
way to stop the killings of Black people. By disrupting the cash flow, he hopes to make a difference.
Crump himself feels the dread that this approach
doesn’t necessarily lead to the result of appreciating
people’s humanity in life, not just as a result of their
being killed. The ultimate solution is, of course, new
human relations in everyday life.
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Gerrymandering locks out democracy

of these levels. Gerrymandering is a technique for
a political party to gain unearned influence. The
Much has been said about the way the U.S. Senate
party which controls the drawis tilted toward Republicans, who
ing of new maps can pack opdominate many rural states, each
position voters into a small
with two Senators no matter how
number of districts so they lose
low the population. What is less
everywhere else. Or if the oppounderstood is the Republican adsition is small, the map-drawers
vantage in the other chamber on
can make sure the offending
Capitol Hill, and they are expected
population is dispersed over
to also retain an edge there for at
several districts so that they
least another 10 years.
are a minority in each of them.
ABETTING UNEARNED INFLU(Example: Salt Lake City is split
ENCE
among all four of Utah’s ConOnce per decade, the seats in
gressional districts.)
the U.S. House of Representatives
Geography itself sets a limit on
are reapportioned according to
this process: if a person’s address
population shift within and among
did not statistically correlate to how
states. There must be a district map
they vote, gerrymandering would
that assigns each seat to represent
not be possible. However, in modthe residents of a specific geographern politics it does correlate. In this
A map of Texas’ 38 Congressional districts. Republican
ical area. On the state, county, and
age of data sharing and analysis,
mapmakers “packed” Democratic voters in the
municipal government levels, leg- metropolitan areas of Houston and Dallas to create more modern mapping software can draw
islative seats might also have to be safely Republican districts elsewhere.
very effective gerrymanders.
changed and the district maps reWHO CAN GERRYMANDER?
drawn.
State legislatures are empowered with drawing their
Gerrymandering is a phenomenon at each one
own districts and also the federal ones for the national

by Buddy Bell

Trump’s continuing coup

continued from p. 1
Trump—I have the tough people, but they don’t play it
tough, until they go to a certain point, and then it would
be very bad, very bad.” Then in December 2020 he directed the mob to the Capitol, tweeting Jan. 6 “Will be wild!”
The tough people like the Proud Boys did spearhead
the attack on Congress, knowing the routes courtesy of
MAGA Representatives. They threatened to hang Pence
and kill House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, with the goal of
ending the count of electoral votes. Trump dared not call
in the military, but had veterans in the Oath Keepers,
just as bosses a century ago employed veterans to break
strikes in 1919 Seattle and 1921 West Virginia.

METHODICAL DESTRUCTION OF DEMOCRACY

The insiders testifying in the June public hearings
were in a position to say no to the coup plot because they
had said yes to Trump for four years. Attorney General
Barr, Acting Attorney General Rosen, Georgia Gov. Kemp
and Arizona Speaker Bowers had all been okay with pursuing “legal” suppression of
democracy. Obstructing voter
registration, purging voter
rolls and gerrymandering,
all diminish the value of the vote for Black, minority and
working-class people.
Gerrymandering has made the House unreflective of the national electorate, with added voter
suppression measures for 2022 in state after state,
while a vote for the Senate in Wyoming has 68 times
the impact of one in California. Gerrymandering by
states has made state and federal legislatures even
less democratic, hence Trump’s last ditch appeals
to the states to substitute themselves for the voters
and efforts to codify the power to control elections
and override the popular vote in numerous states
before the 2024 election.
In his answer to the testimony, Trump called Jan. 6
a simple protest that got out of hand, citing the minor
crimes most of the 800 or so had been convicted of—they
should consider themselves lucky that Merrick Garland’s
Justice Department is so fearful of appearing political
that only a few were charged with seditious conspiracy.
But the main purpose of his speech was to dangle the
promise of pardons for all—pardons he did not deliver to
White House aide Peter Navarro and the six members of
the House Freedom Caucus who asked for them, because
they then would have been compelled to testify against
Trump.
He was wise to skip Biden’s Inauguration for
fear of being handcuffed then and there for crimes
detailed in the Mueller Report and in his two impeachments, even before the new revelations.
Trump’s tactics of intimidation, learned from Sen.
Joe McCarthy by way of their common attorney
Roy Cohn, have so far kept him out of jail.
Election workers Ruby Freeman and her daughter
Shaye Moss testified to the Committee that public intimidation and false charges against them from Trump
and Rudy Giuliani also worked: it not only forced them
into hiding from death threats, but caused every other
worker in their polling place to quit. The dream of MAGA
fanatics is to replace them, and poll workers in places like
Detroit, with partisans ready to do what they have falsely
accused Freeman and Moss of: throw an election.
Knowing that Ronald Reagan emerged unscathed
from the Iran-Contra crimes, never punished for his illegal weapons sales to Iran to arm counter-revolutionaries
in Nicaragua, we can’t say for sure that Trump will face
justice. But he has set in motion a formula for ending
meaningful elections that, if not stopped, raises the threat
of 2024 as an empty ceremony for Trump or DeSantis or
[Insert Name Here] before a coronation.
—Bob McGuire

EDITORIAL

House. As a result, there are some states where the outparty is never going to be able to gain control of the legislature even in an epic wave election, and so they are
unlikely to ever reverse or undo gerrymandered maps
simply by appealing to voters. (Exception: specific referendum, as in Michigan in 2018.)
As of July, most of the maps that will be used
for the next 10 years have been finalized. From a
national view, the sums have not changed much
from the past decade. Supposing that somehow the
nationwide Congressional vote went exactly half to
Democrats and half to Republicans, then Republicans should end up winning an average of 225
districts/seats and Democrats 210, according to an
analysis by prediction company FiveThirtyEight.
What this means is national Democrats must overperform just to barely get a House majority, and it’s
possible for Republicans to sometimes win a majority without “earning” it (by winning the most votes
overall).
In early spring, it looked like Democrats were ready
to shrink or even close that gap. The state parties in blue
states drew aggressive gerrymanders on top of what were
already advantageous maps in Illinois, Maryland, New
Jersey, New York, and Oregon. But then, Republicans
made their gerrymanders stronger in red and purple
states they control, including Florida, Georgia, Kansas,
and Texas. In addition, successful court challenges to the
new Democratic maps canceled the gains in New York
and Maryland.

SCOTUS CONTINUES ITS RACIST PATH

Democrats suffered a few more legal setbacks in Ohio
and Wisconsin, where Republicans successfully prevented any mapping reforms. The Supreme Court granted
emergency “relief” to Alabama Republicans so they could
temporarily keep a map in place which draws six majority-white districts and one majority-Black district. Since
Alabama’s population is about 1/3 Black, an objective
Court might logically be expected to insist on a map that
draws at least two majority-Black districts out of seven,
but this case won’t actually be decided until after the
2022 election. The precedent made here will also likely
resolve similar legal questions coming down the pike in
Louisiana and Florida.
Voting is still important, but there’s no way for a person to “vote harder.” We must also explore other ways to
work for change: protesting, creating, organizing in the
workplace, speaking with others to combat misinformation. That can include challenging the media when they
describe a House changeover as a “landslide” election.
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QUEERNOTES
by Elise

Guardians of Equality Movement (GEM) is the
LGBTQ+ rights organization in the part of Syria controlled
by Assad. It seems to persist in a country where Queer
people have no legal rights. Queer Syrians are harassed.
Those convicted of homosexuality can be tortured or
imprisoned for up to three years. GEM advocates for the
human rights of LGBTQ+ people, documents human
rights violations, organizes awareness-raising campaigns
to help erase queerphobia and supports the basic needs of
and provides support for individuals, often via monetary
grants. Many individuals are found via GEM’s outreach
efforts, and much of Guardian’s work is done online.
* * *
Greece joined 14 other nations in banning conversion
therapy. Health Minister Thanos Plevris said, “These
treatments not only are not a therapy but they are not
supported scientifically.” Adults wanting conversion
therapy must first give what the law calls “explicit consent.” Therapists and psychological counselors who perform conversion therapy illegally could face fines and/or
prison. But four police officers accused of the murder of
Zak Kostopoulos, a drag artist and Queer activist, were
acquitted despite video evidence showing them violently
arresting him. It is somewhat heartening to know that
two other men were found guilty of his murder.
* * *
Katrina Rick-Merten, a sophomore at Kalama High
School in the state of Washington, organized a rally supporting a Transgender student who was beaten in the
school hallway by other students. Another student told a
non-rallying student that he planned, “to aim a machine
gun” at the rallying students. The entire school district
was later locked down. The student who threatened gun
violence was found and arrested. The student who attacked the Transgender student has been arrested and
charged with assault and a hate crime.
* * *
The art exhibit Our Blood Can Save opened in the
spring in Brooklyn’s Major R. Owens Health and Wellness Community Center. Blood donated by Gay, Bisexual
and Queer men is contained in resin panels and is shown
by overhead projections. The Brooklyn Community Pride
Center held a blood drive simultaneously, hosted by the
New York Blood Center. Our Blood challenges the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration’s continuing ban of blood
donations by Gay, Bisexual and Queer men, intersecting
with racism. In another emphasis on discrimination, the
exhibit featured a poster that solicited blood donations
during World War II, the blood being segregated by race.

FROM THE WRITINGS OF RAYA DUNAYEVSKAYA
continued from p. 4
who will do it and bring you to the new stage. Against
these three serious arguments, I want to show what I feel
is the problem of the Absolute Idea.
I want to discuss it all within what we call “the historic barrier.” In other words, you come to all you can say
because history does not present you with new problems.
On the other hand, why is it that certain people who
are not as great as Marx or Lenin, but, by living in a different historic age, are compelled to deal with these problems? The truth is that [before Marxist-Humanism] the
intellectual, including the Marxist intellectual, had not
been able to break down either the humanism of Marx or
the fact that [Marx’s 1844 Manuscripts] broke off at the
Absolute Idea. The new stage for the few of us who were
trying to do it came from the masses. It was the miners’
strike, it was all the upheaval in World War II.6

URGENCY OF NEW CONCRETE TRUTHS

Hegel has a word for it. He says that it is only the
concrete—when he talks about the compulsion of thought
to proceed to these concrete truths—that demands a new
stage in philosophic cognition. The compulsion comes only
when your philosophic categories just don’t answer what
has come from below. Hegel, the idealist, recognizes that
fact, while these so-called materialist Marxists, including
the highest of them, Marcuse, do not.
So I want to end on what I began—to give ear to the
urgency of the times and the summons to recognize the
spirit of the age by recognizing that this second subjectivity must again be broken into two: 1) What the proletariat
is going to do. They are going to do it anyway; we better
begin listening. 2) The other is what theoreticians must
do. Their task isn’t ended because the impulse comes
from below. They have to first begin to work it out, and
not just to satisfy with quick political answers.
And the working out of that subjectivity of the theory
of our age of the Absolute Idea, in the concrete form of
philosophy, theory and politics, means that we are just
beginning. There is no point in saying anything about realizing philosophy if we haven’t done that. That is our age
and that is why that is going to be the central point of
Philosophy and Revolution.
6. This refers to the 1949-50 coal miners’ strike and its part
in the birth of Marxist-Humanism. See Phillips and Dunayevskaya, The Coal Miners’ General Strike of 1949-50 and the Birth
of Marxist-Humanism in the U.S. That strike was preceded by a
coal strike of 500,000 miners in 1943, one of thousands of strikes
that year in the midst of World War II.
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Celsius (1.8 degrees Fahrenheit) have already cut into
yields of staples like wheat, sorghum and rice. By the end
of the century as much as 30% of current agricultural
land could become unsuitable for farming.

processes, Marx foretold the dialectic of capitalist agriculture: “[A]ll progress in increasing the fertility of the soil
for a given time is a progress towards ruining the more
long-lasting sources of that fertility. . . . Capitalist production only develops the techniques and the degree of combination of the social process of production by simultaneously undermining the original sources of all wealth—the
soil and the worker” (Capital, Vol. I).
Today’s food crisis may be global in its effect, but it
threatens to become a famine of enormous depth in the
global South—particularly Africa and southeast Asia.
What can be done?

War, climate chaos, capitalism: World food crisis spreads

pandemic contributing to a surge in food prices, hunger
and outright starvation occurred.
“The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the
World,” a report prepared by several UN agencies after
the first year of the pandemic, noted: “In many parts of
the world, the pandemic has triggered brutal recessions
and jeopardized access to food . . . [H]unger shot up in
both absolute and proportional terms, outpacing population growth.”
In addition to the surge of Africans facing
hunger, more than half the undernourished people—418 million—live in Asia, while 60 million live
in Latin America and the Caribbean. The Report’s
conclusion was clear: world hunger was dramatically worse in the pandemic year.
Emily Farr, of the humanitarian organization Oxfam,
made stark observations from the report: the figures
“are a somber reminder of how broken our global food
and economic systems are. More than half the world’s
population did not have social protection to cope with
the adverse effects of the pandemic. Small farmers were
forced to watch their crops rot during the pandemic, even
when global food prices rose by 40%, while the biggest food
companies have amassed over $10 billion of additional
revenues last year.”
While the origin of COVID-19 appears to stem from
its transmission to humans, likely from a wild animal
market in Wuhan, the danger of future pandemics lies
much deeper than a wild animal market. Global capitalism’s demand for production and more production has
turned all of nature into a giant arena of commodification. Continual human encroachment into animal habitats, frequently driven by agro-industrial production
processes, is laying the ground for future pandemics, for
zoonosis—diseases of animals jumping to humans.

CLIMATE CHAOS LEADS TO HUNGER & DEATH

“Right now, 80% of the world’s hungry people live
in areas prone to natural disasters and extreme weather,
which creates exactly the right conditions for hunger to
take hold.”
—World Food Program
The peoples of the Horn of Africa are living in an
historic drought now entering its fourth season. In
Somalia, almost a third of children younger than five are
experiencing acute malnutrition. Across East Africa some
13 million are suffering from severe hunger. About seven
million livestock in Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia have
died since last fall, while seasonal harvests are the lowest
in decades.
Seemingly the opposite of drought, but closely
related, are the monsoons in Bangladesh and India.
Climate change is reportedly making India’s monsoon seasons more chaotic. Bangladesh and India
have just experienced one of the most intense monsoons in a century, with millions made homeless.
The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
found that current warming levels of about one degree

CAPITALIST FOOD PRODUCTION = REPEATING
FOOD CRISES

...instead of a conscious and rational treatment of
the land as permanent communal property, as the inalienable condition for the existence and reproduction of the
chain of human generations, we have the exploitation and
squandering of the powers of the earth.…
—Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. III
FOOD PROTESTS AND ECOLOGICAL
For more than a century and a half, a growing capiSUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION
talist industrial agricultural process has done battle with
age-old subsistence farming, pushing aside peasantry
“We are already seeing riots in Sri Lanka and protests
in the name of “efficiency,” increased harvests, food for
in Tunisia, Pakistan and Peru, and we’ve had destabilizaan increasing globaltion take place in places
Action Against Hunger
ized market. In doing
like Burkina Faso, Mali,
so it has made whole
Chad. This is only a sign
countries, indeed contiof things to come.”
nents, dependent upon
—David Beasley,
director of the UN
importation of basic
World Food Program
foodstuffs.
While Mr. Beasley
Regions that had
may call protests “riots”
once been self-sufficient
and he and many of the
in food production now
business and political
find themselves tied to
elites and rulers surely
global food chains that
fear “destabilization,” it
are increasingly vulneris such demonstrations
able to shocks—war,
and protests that can bepandemics, and climate
come the ground for the
change—reaching chaotic proportions. It is Women in South Sudan lining up for food and water from aid agency Action Against uprooting social transHunger.
formation that humannot that the growing
ity needs.
number of food-import
Surging food prices as well as other higher
dependent countries do not farm. They do. But rather
costs of living have sparked protests in many rethan “agro-ecological” farming for subsistence and dogions of the world:
mestic markets, they increasingly participate in “agro* Chile—Thousands of students took to Santiago’s
industrial” farming of cash crops for export. Instead of
streets demanding higher food stipends. More than half
food being produced as a use-value for nourishing human
a million students receive about $41 a month, and are
life, it is produced as an exchange-value for profit.
demanding a raise.
As News & Letters wrote during the 2008 capitalist
* Greece—Thousands of workers joined May Day
global food crisis:
rallies to protest soaring energy and food prices. “Every“Food consumption becomes a means for the producthing has risen. Electricity has risen, gas has risen, necestion of surplus-value, regardless of the social or health
sities have risen. It’s chaotic. We can’t get paid fast enough
effects. . . . Precisely because capitalism’s dynamic is to
to pay something else. We are trying with every means to
produce maximum surplus-value, and because value is
cut out what is (not) necessary to pay these things,”
congealed labor, capitalist agriculture squeezes the most
—Pantelis Iordanou, a car body painter.
output possible from labor, though that means reckless
* Iran—Protests began in May, sparked when the
waste of land, water and fossil fuel energy; though it
government cut subsidies, causing price hikes by as much
means that that most basic human need, food, is denied
as 300% for a variety of flour-based staples. The governto human beings and used to fill cars and cows; though
ment also raised prices of some other basic goods such as
it is held off the market in hopes of higher profits while
cooking oil and dairy products. In June, Iranian pensionmillions grow desperate; though today’s production uners protested the soaring cost of living.
dermines the conditions for future farming.” (“World food
* Peru—In April, people spread road blockades
crisis stirs revolt,” N&L June-July 2008).
throughout the country over rising costs, with inflation
At the dawn of the capitalist agricultural production
at the highest rate in a quarter of a century. President
Pedro Castillo declared a curfew in Lima to try to stifle
dissent, which thousands defied, taking to the streets in
protests that turned violent.
in food-importing countries but to grab new markets
* Ecuador—Since June 13, the Confederation of Inthat used to be supplied by Russia or Ukraine.
digenous Nationalities of Ecuador (CONAIE) has mainPolicies that can address these crises…have been
tained a national strike demanding that the government
progressively dismantled over the last decade through
of Guillermo Lasso attend to a 10-point petition. Among
the pressure of IMF, World Bank, WTO and bilateral
the points: regulation of the price of agricultural prodfree-trade agreements. The strategy to secure food supucts; renegotiation with banks of the debts of four milply, a constitutive part of strategic procedures to defend
lion families; and, centrally, a reduction in fuel prices.
national sovereignty, has always been the task of States.
Between May 2020 and October 2021, the price of diesel
However, neoliberalism, as a model of capitalist develrose 90% and gasoline 46%. (See “Ecuador’s Indigenous
opment, implemented in most nations in the 1980s and
fight for means of life,” page 1.)
1990s, promoted, in the name of economic globalization,
* UK—In London, thousands of workers marched to
the total opening of borders for the free circulation of
denounce the increase in the cost of living and the inacmerchandise controlled by large capitalist corporations
tion of Prime Minister Boris Johnson, whose government,
and the privatization of the structures and logistics of
they said, has focused on benefiting the rich. Unions state
storage and stock control.
that workers have lost a third of their purchasing power
As a result of this process, most nations have besince 2008, the biggest drop in real wages in almost two
come hostages of the market and the interests of large
centuries. A wave of strikes followed, beginning with railtransnational corporations, which control the producway workers.
tion, storage, industrialization, financing and distribuCapitalism is a system of contradictions, including
tion of the world food market. The task of strategic storcontinuing food crises that have reached a global level.
age and control of food stock now belongs to the market,
Our conclusion from “World food crisis stirs revolt” still
at the service of capital; therefore, it is our challenge to
stands:
resume in all countries the building of stocks from peasWhat both the objective crisis and the subjective moveant agriculture, as well as the commercialization of food
ments point to is that capitalism is now moving backbetween countries, which must be carried out with new
wards, destroying the conditions for human survival. The
parameters and regulations.
only thing that can tear us away from capital’s awful moWhile agribusiness is moving towards the digitalimentum toward climate chaos and destruction of civilizazation of agriculture, we have won the approval in 2018
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Stop the food crisis! Build food sovereignty NOW!

A statement by La Via Campesina, June 3, 2022
…Today, we live amid simultaneous, intense and
prolonged crises, with very rapid changes in the correlation of forces and the political struggle. We face a severe
and structural economic problem that affects the countries of the capitalist centre and the poor and developing countries. We call this crisis structural because it
is the result of the mode of organization of the system,
and it is not possible to overcome it without confronting
the bases of capitalism itself. This crisis appears and
deepens in terms of the economy, social inequalities, the
limits of bourgeois democracy, the inoperability of the
state, the unsustainable burden of public debt, the attack on the sovereignty of peoples, and a real crisis of
civilizing values. In various regions of the planet, barbarism emerges in the form of hate, violence, wars, and
fascist preaching.
…Governments, Transnational Corporations and
international institutions have prioritized the import
and export of food and agricultural produce instead of
supporting stable local and national food systems to
produce healthy food for the people. This has created a
dependency on international markets.
Still, today, over 85% of agricultural production is
not traded internationally. We experience a crisis of the
globalized and industrialized capitalist food system,
while local peasant food systems are showing their resilience….
Agriculture in the world produces enough to support a longer period of crises. So the problem is not a
lack of food, but the fact that the big capitalist companies that dominate the world financial and distribution
market have transformed food and agricultural trade
into a highly speculative market. Most of the “commodities” traded internationally are subject to futures trading in stock markets. The price at which these products
are finally sold to countries to feed their people has no
relation to the actual production costs or the importing
countries’ buying capacity.
Furthermore, in a cynical attempt to take advantage of the war in Ukraine, the U.S., Canada, and the
EU are now calling for an unprecedented increase in
grain production. This call is not so much to feed people
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Women, workers for freedom in Burma
by Michael Sladnick

times more are taking on a supporting role (there is
still a terrible lack of real guns).

A WORKER, NOT PEASANT, UPRISING

Michael Sladnick

This is not a peasant uprising like those Asia
saw in the mid-20th century. The movement in the
countryside erupted in response to the massacre of
the factory proletariat, most of whom are women
from villages, who stood at the head of the early
protests.
The movement is organized around a general strike, with an expectation that the postcoup government will outlaw counterrevolutionary capitalists and immediately reinstate
workers in their posts, compensate those who
sacrificed for the revolution, and develop the
impoverished areas at the center of the upDemonstration in Yinmabin Township, Myanmar, on Jan. 18, 2022, one of many that rising where villages are now being burned
are defying the Tatmadaw.
down daily.
Banners at protests now have slogans like
“Stand with Oppressed Workers to Tear Out FasThe most dedicated young people from the cities have
cism by Its Roots.” It is becoming more common to see
joined the resistance in Burma (Myanmar), primarily
hammers and sickles or anarchist ‘A’s than Aung San Suu
from the urban working class. But in the rural “heartKyi’s portrait or the National League for Democracy flag
land” of Upper Burma, the People’s Defense Forces (PDF)
(the latter, for Aung San Suu Kyi’s party, are still seen
is a much broader phenomenon—hundreds of thousands
mostly when there is a protest in a village that hasn’t
have rallied to the red banner, more all the time. Many
demonstrated since last year).

Down with gun culture

The same day the Senate passed the Bipartisan Safer Communities Act by 65 to 33 votes, the U.S. Supreme
Court struck down a 1911 New York State law requiring
“proper cause” for the state to issue concealed carry licenses. Dissenting Justice Stephen Breyer worried about
“the extent to which the Second Amendment prevents
democratically elected officials from enacting laws to address the serious problem of gun violence.” Justice Alito
responded that recent mass shootings were not “relevant.”
Yet this ruling is expected to affect dozens of other gun
regulations nationwide.
Anthony Perkins of BronxConnect believes easing concealed carry licenses would increase retaliatory shootings and allow perpetrators to claim
self-defense, raising the level of gun violence in
communities.
The Bipartisan Safer Communities Act signed by
President Biden on June 25 enhances background checks
for 18-21 year old gun buyers, incentivizes states to enact
“red flag” laws which allow judges to temporarily confiscate firearms, provides hundreds of millions of dollars
for mental health and school safety and includes dating
partners in a federal law prohibiting domestic abusers
from purchasing guns. But the act doesn’t ban gun purchases for 18- to 21-year-olds and barely addresses illegal
purchases for someone unqualified or using stolen credit
cards, and, most importantly, it doesn’t ban assault weapons. The urgency of the problem requires thinking about
the full context of gun culture.

GUNS NEVER STOP PROLIFERATING

The Annual Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF)
2021 Report reveals annual domestic gun production rose
from 3.9 million in 2000 to 11.3 million in 2020, with an
additional record seven million imported firearms. Police
recovered 19,344 untraceable homemade weapons (“ghost
guns”) in 2021, up tenfold since 2016. In 2020, 79% of
all homicides and 53% of all suicides involved firearms.
Young people, males, and Black people have the highest
firearm homicide rates. Less well known is the Centers
for Disease Control list of 45,222 suicide deaths in 2020;
slightly over half (24,292) from firearms. Total homicides
numbered 19,384.
The Supreme Court claims its reactionary rulings
are based on “historical” precedents, but they ignore the
true history of U.S. gun culture, like the Second Amendment “well-regulated militia,” created so European settlers could suppress rebelling African-American slaves
and destroy Native people resisting genocide and expropriation of their lands and cultures. Black, Brown and
Native people are far more likely to be prosecuted, punished and criminalized for gun law violations.

THE INCUBUS:
THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Until recently, the outrageous power and impunity of
the NRA dominated U.S. thinking on guns, opposing ANY
measures to improve gun safety as a Second Amendment
violation. They also use fear of race-based terrorism,
when in fact selective gun law enforcement—and police
shootings—targeting Black, Latinx and Native American
people, continues daily on city streets in Driving While
Black “traffic stops” and on Indian lands.
But millions are determined to build a more humane society. After the mass shooting at Parkland
High School in 2018, students and their families
organized the nationwide “March for Our Lives.”
Their activism also led to Florida’s “red flag law,”
under which judges have heard 8,000 cases, like
that of an eighth-grade boy threatening to wipe out
his entire class. Organizations like Everytown for
Gun Safety, with 8 million members, are growing.
Determination and continued discussion and organization will help begin to change the pervasive, oppressive
gun culture.
—Susan Van Gelder

MARGINALIZED PEOPLE TAKE UP STRUGGLE

On Women’s Day this year, a Burmese translation of
writings by Alexandra Kollontai’s was circulating. The
centrality of the rights of the oppressed is the constant
subject of discussion. The movement is self-organized into
thousands of groups, which, despite being totally autonomous, are highly disciplined and capable of complex active cooperation with other groups.
The last wave of global capitalist development
occurred on the backs of the dispossessed peasantry all over the world, above all through the superexploitation of rural migrant workers in China.
Now we see the revolutionary implications of the
world that development has created.
Through the global economy, the oppressive reach
of the modern state, and above all internet and social
media, the rural poor and other previously marginalized populations have been drawn into the ranks of the
proletariat—culturally, politically, and in their capacity
for self-organization. This is what the Tatmadaw wasn’t
counting on, and why it has thus far and will continue to
fail to crush the revolution.
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YOUTH IN ACTION
by Buddy Bell

In the wake of the mass shootings in Buffalo, N.Y.,
and Uvalde, Tex., young people around the nation were
pleading for systemic change in more than 450 cities
around the globe. High school senior Jerome Treadwell,
co-organizer of a march in Minneapolis: “Time and time
again we’ve seen our lives have not mattered within our
democracy, within our legislative floors, within our communities and within our schools. The youth have to have a
seat at the table. We will walk out, we will protest, we will
march, we will demand, we will have press conferences
and we will do everything in our power to be sure that our
voices matter.”
Zee Lauer, one of a group of 8th-graders who marched
in Iowa City: “Since the fifth grade I have had countless
plans of what I would ever do if I was in a school shooting. I should not be predicting my death... [Speaking of
a 2017 Las Vegas shooting] Why the fuck would anybody
need 47 guns? You do not need 47 guns for protection...
for hunting. You do not need 47 guns, period.” From La
Crescenta, Calif., to Essex Junction, Vt., students at over
200 schools walked out of class. At Oxford High School
in Michigan, where four students were gunned down in
November, about 100 students went in a procession to the
football field and used their bodies to form a large letter
“U” for Uvalde. In Salt Lake City, freshman Lucy Law:
“Walkouts are such an impactful thing. It is the future
gathering together in their community.”
* * *
About 30 activists of Fridays 4 Future lay on the
ground amidst New York City’s financial district on June
10. Speaking to the Village Sun, youth organizer Emma
Buretta said: “I hope the result of this die-in is that banks
start to realize how their funding of the climate crisis is
affecting youth, in particular. And that we’re going to
take our money out of banks if they don’t stop funding
the climate crisis, and they will not have business from
our generation—and I hope that they feel threatened by
that.”
* * *
Ayelet, an Israeli Trans teen who attended Tel Aviv
pride, was approached by police five minutes after holding up their homemade sign that featured a Palestinian
flag along with the sentence: “No Pride in Occupation.”
While police detained them, the 16-year-old was able to
insist that no law yet existed to outlaw the display of such
a sign. They were released after an hour and posted an
essay online about their experience.

War is excuse to ravage the climate
by Franklin Dmitryev

From U.S. President Joe Biden to Chinese leader Xi
Jinping, rulers are in a mad scramble in exactly the wrong
direction as far as the climate emergency is concerned.
Natural gas and oil prices have spiked due to tighter supplies caused by Russia’s war on Ukraine and sanctions
imposed on Russia by the U.S. and Europe. Country after
country has turned this opportunity to reduce fossil fuel
use into its opposite, seeking to increase oil and gas imports or production and exports.

‘GOLD RUSH’ FOR GAS AND OIL PRODUCTION

Climate Action Tracker detailed how “We are witnessing a global ‘gold rush’ for new fossil gas production,
pipelines, and liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities. This
risks locking us into another high-carbon decade and
keeping the Paris agreement’s 1.5°C limit out of reach.”
Both the International Energy Agency and
the UN’s authoritative panel of climate scientists
had already indicated that no new fossil fuel infrastructure can be built if that goal is to be met.
This shows most of all how successful fossil industries have been in locking the world into dependence on
their products, not only technically but economically, politically and culturally. Biden and his ilk are cowed by the
calls for “energy security” and “energy independence,”
which are illusions.
Biden appears to fear nothing so much as high gasoline prices and the media drumbeat blaming him. In response, his administration enacted a raft of retrogressive
measures, from opening up more oil drilling to new export terminals for LNG, supposedly to help Europe. Out
the window went his promises to hold Saudi Arabia to
account for its murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi, as
Biden plans to visit Riyadh in July and beg the Saudis to
increase oil output—as he is begging U.S. oil companies
to do.
His feckless calls for a gasoline tax holiday are
for show only, since its effect on household spending would be minimal. Environmentalists point out
that the foregone tax money would be better spent
on a public transport fare holiday, but the people
who would benefit are taken for granted in Democrats’ electoral calculus.
Similarly, the money spent on pumping up oil and gas
supplies would have greater impact if targeted to helping
working-class people improve their homes’ energy efficiency. In the UK, a direct action group, Insulate Britain,
is dedicated to that goal and points out the hypocrisy of
Boris Johnson’s government, which keeps cutting funding
for housing maintenance.

The biggest swindle of all is the push to ramp up
LNG. With the war as justification, 25 LNG projects are
under construction or planned, promising a climate-busting hundreds of millions of tons of greenhouse gas emissions every year.

LOCKING IN A FOSSIL FUTURE

LNG projects are too slow to replace Russian gas in
Europe anytime soon, but the point is to lock them in for
the next 20 years before climate justice movements block
them. A recent analysis showed that renewable energy,
electrification and energy efficiency could slash Europe’s
demand for gas, without increasing LNG.
The Biden administration is also promising to
loosen regulations on toxic air emissions at export
terminals. By no coincidence, one of the companies
most loudly demanding deregulation owns Freeport LNG in Texas, which exploded in June. Nearby
residents have been fighting for cleaner air for a
decade, and the terminal had more than 100 emission violations in the last three years.
The pollution and explosive dangers of LNG facilities generate resistance, such as at Port Arthur, Texas, so
they like to justify themselves as “energy security.”

COP26 PROMISES IN THE TRASH CAN

Meanwhile, countries such as Germany, China and
India are burning far more coal in response to the war’s
“energy crisis,” reversing promises made at the COP26
climate summit last November. Russia has slashed environmental protections and is heedlessly extracting oil and
gas all the way up to the Arctic.
Europe and the U.S. are pressuring African
countries to produce more oil and gas, claiming
that it will aid “development” and address energy
poverty. In reality, it is meant for export and projects like the East African Crude Oil Pipeline are
stirring fierce resistance from Africans who are
not part of the elite profiting from them.
These trends really started before the war. It is only
movements from below that can keep the fossil fuel capitalists, and their politicians, from turning the opportunity for a greener, freer future into opposite.
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WORLD IN VIEW

Progressives elected in Colombia

by Eugene Walker

The stunning electoral victory of Gustavo Petro as
President and Francia Márquez as Vice President marks
a new moment for Colombia. Petro was a former urban guerrilla and then mayor of Bogotá and a senator.
Márquez, an Afro-Colombian woman, is an environmental justice activist. Colombia has never had any kind of a
progressive or Leftist national government, It has been
run most often by conservative Rightist elites, supported
by the U.S.

police responded with violent repression, killing
dozens and beating hundreds. But the youth continued their fight, particularly around this presidential election.
Enlace Noticias Barrancabermeja

YOUTH DRIVE THE ELECTION

Márquez, a dynamic speaker, focused her attention
on the most marginalized—Indigenous, Black and rural
people—while attacking the elites who “have condemned
our people to misery, to hunger, to desolation.” She asks
her audience “to break the structural racism that has not
allowed us to breathe.” “Que viva la berraquera, carajo!”
(“Long live our strength, damn it!”) (For more on Francia Márquez see “Afro-Colombian seeks solidarity in
U.S.,” March-April 2010 N&L, “Afro-Colombians throw
off shackles,” Nov.-Dec. 2012 N&L, and “Afro-Colombian
Women: Defeating invisibility,” Jan.-Feb. 2013 N&L.)
As important as the candidates were, a crucial
stimulus for this election has been youth who, in
May 2021, took to the streets in massive protests
against the poverty and inequality that generations have faced. They did so as the COVID-19 pandemic made the situation even more desperate. In
Cali, the country’s third largest city, the protests
were not alone against the old regime, but participants were searching for a different way of life. The

Militant truckers strike
in South Korea

More than 7,000 truckers took part in an eight-day
strike that disrupted production and shipment in industrial centers, shipping hubs, and ports. Protests were
held in 14 locations throughout the country. At a port in
Incheon workers lined up dozens of trucks on the road,
flying their union’s flags hoisted on bamboo canes.

MORE PAY AND FEWER HOURS

JULY-AUGUST 2022

The truckers’ demands center on the extension of a
2020 measure dubbed the “Safe Trucking Freight Rate,”
which ensures minimum pay and is set to expire this year.
“When the other side of the world is getting better,
why is our side of the world going backward and getting
worse?” asked a striker who works as many as 15 hours a
day. “The most frustrating thing is I’ve been following all
the rules, like installing low-emission equipment, even by
paying more money if I need to. But why is the situation
torturing me now and why would I let things be taken
away?”
This strike took place in the context of two moments, one internal to South Korea, and the other
global. The new South Korean President, Yoon Sukyeol, is a conservative who made “disciplining” labor one of his campaign themes. He took a hands-off
approach to the strike, though the government was
preparing to mobilize 100 military cargo trucks to
break the workers’ actions before any settlement.
The strike also threatened the global supply chain
already damaged by the COVID pandemic and the war
on Ukraine. The strike paralyzed ports and cargo terminals in South Korea—a major supplier of autos, batteries, semiconductors, smart phones and electronics goods.
Only its short duration prevented serious global effects.
South Korean workers—who create capitalist value,
including through the labor of transportation and shipping—will surely have more to say.

around. They worked to sabotage the 2016 Peace Agreement with the FARC guerillas.
Two major issues of this new moment are land
reform and a different relationship with the U.S.
Though land reform was supposed to be undertaken with the peace agreement, no progress has been
made. As for the U.S., which has long cozied up to
the Colombian right-wing regimes and its military,
it remains to be seen what its attitude to the new
government, scheduled to take office in August,
will be.
What Francia Márquez and the rebellious youth of
Colombia represent is more than a new electoral moment.
Can this become the fullness of a new beginning, the social transformation that the most marginalized have
fought for?

Why Haiti is so poor

Francia Márquez

Petro based his campaign on expanding social programs: a subsidy to single mothers, guaranteed work and
a wage for the unemployed, access to higher education, a
publicly controlled healthcare system and improved pensions. Unfortunately, he has no majority in Congress. The
right wing, though defeated in the elections, is very much

India’s unemployment
stirs youth revolts

India’s economy is supposed to be on track for close to
double digit growth this year, perhaps the highest in the
world. But such “growth” cannot hide the gravest of contradictions—massive unemployment especially among
the youth. “There is a historical disconnect in the Indian
growth story, where growth essentially happens without
a corresponding increase in employment,” noted Mahesh
Vyas, the chief executive of the Center for Monitoring Indian Economy. Recently this has given rise to heightened
protests:
Youth by the thousands took to the streets in the
capital, New Delhi, and in multiple states in reaction to a
new government edict that will cause a drastic cut in the
number of youths who can make the army their career.
In a country with hundreds of millions unemployed, the
army represents one of the few places of permanent employment.
The new rules mean that only one-fourth of those who
join the army will be able to continue after four years.
“What will we do after four years? Who will give us a job?
Our protests will continue until the government accepts
our demands,” notes one protester.
Earlier this year in the state of Bihar, hundreds of
applicants for jobs on the railroad stormed rail stations
and burned train cars. Why? Some 12 million people had
applied for 35,281 jobs! The protesters were questioning
the selection process.
So disconnected is “growth” from real employment
that hundreds of millions of people can only survive
through the informal economy and distribution of free
grain. There is a great divide, with millions in extreme
poverty, magnified by the pandemic, while the number of
Indian billionaires has reached new heights.

•

•

As the Biden Administration deports thousands
upon thousands of “illegal” Haitian immigrants who fled
the impossible conditions of their country, and as we read
horror stories of prisoners in Haiti today dying of starvation, it becomes essential to grasp why this is the Haitian
reality.
These conditions are not only reality today, but
a stark, painful, preventable history of more than
200 years. The New York Times has done a remarkable job of investigating how the great Haitian
Revolution in the French colony of Santo Domingo
(which should be ranked with and studied alongside the American and French Revolutions of that
time) was subverted first by Napoleon’s France,
and then by France, from empire to republic—supported by the U.S.—demanding outlandish sums of
money as “restitution” for “their property,” that is,
slaves who freed themselves in the Revolution.
This aided in isolating Haiti for half of the 19th Century. The U.S. then invaded and occupied the country in
the first half of the 20th Century—setting the stage for
the Duvalier family dictatorships and still more poverty
for the Haitian masses. And much, much more.
The series is a must read for those who want to understand Haiti’s permanent struggle to be a free people.
“The Ransom—The Root of Haiti’s Misery: Reparations
of Enslavers” is meticulously researched and has been
translated into Haitian Creole so Haitians themselves
will be able to read and study it.

Philippines dictator Jr.

The son of former Philippines dictator Ferdinand
Marcos won the presidential election held on May 9 with
a majority of about 60%. During his campaign, Ferdinand
“Bongbong” Marcos Jr. did not speak much to the press,
thus avoiding any mention of the 3,000 people killed under the martial law of his father. He instead traveled
around with the glitz and glamor of a fawning coterie of
photographers and vloggers while his vacuous positivity
slogan “Unity” was propelled via Facebook algorithms.
A wild rumor spread that gold stolen from the
national treasury upon the Marcos family’s exile
would be brought back to make the economy boom.
Another one spewed a tired sexist excuse that Marcos Sr. was the Philippines’ “great leader,” only led
astray by his extravagant wife Imelda.
Voters rejected Marcos’ most formidable opponent
Leni Robredo, who garnered 25% of the vote. According to
Philippine historian Lisandro Claudio, she may have been
viewed as a frustrating continuation of the neoliberal
order that grew the Philippines into the most unequal
country in southeast Asia.
—B.
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Who We Are And What We Stand For

News and Letters Committees is an organization of Marxist-Humanists. It has always
stood for the abolition of capitalism, both in
its private property form as in the U.S., and in
its state property form calling itself Communist, which appeared as the Russian Revolution
was transformed into its opposite. That retrogression anticipated the next stage of development—the age of state-capitalism. We stand for
a society of new human relations, what Marx
called a new Humanism.
News & Letters was founded in 1955, the
year of the Detroit wildcat strikes against automation and the Montgomery Bus Boycott
against segregation—activities which signaled a
new movement from practice that was itself a
form of theory. News & Letters was created so
that the voices of revolt could be heard unseparated from the articulation of a philosophy of
liberation.
Raya Dunayevskaya (1910–1987), founder
of the body of ideas of Marxist-Humanism, was
Chairwoman of News and Letters Committees from its founding to 1987. Charles Denby
(1907–1983), a Black rank-and-file autoworker,
author of Indignant Heart: A Black Worker’s Journal,
was editor of the paper from 1955 to 1983.

The articulation of the relationship between the movement from practice which is
itself a form of theory and the movement from
theory to philosophy is reflected in Dunayevskaya’s three major works.
Marxism and Freedom, from 1776 until Today
(1958), established the American roots of Marxism while presenting a comprehensive attack
on present-day Communism, which is a form of
state-capitalism. It re-established Marxism in its
original form as “a thorough-going Naturalism or
Humanism,” while pointing to the new Humanist philosophy expressed by the working class. It
presented history and theory as emanating from
the movement from practice.
Philosophy and Revolution: From Hegel to Sartre and from Marx to Mao (1973), written after
the failed revolts of the 1960s, articulated the
integrality of philosophy and revolution as the
characteristic of the age and, tracing it historically, caught the link of continuity with the Humanism of Marx. As against the vanguard party, the
integration of dialectics and organization reflects
the revolutionary maturity of the age and the
passion for a philosophy of liberation.
Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and
Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution (1982) explores

Marx’s body of ideas from his discovery of a continent of thought and of revolution in his youth
to the “new moments” of his last decade. Written for our time of revolutions in developing
countries, the rise of the international women’s
liberation movement, and global economic crisis, it reveals the absolute challenge to make real
Marx’s “revolution in permanence” as the determinant for the relationship of theory and practice and as ground for organization.
These works spell out the philosophic
ground of Marx’s Humanism. American Civilization
on Trial: Black Masses as Vanguard (1963, 1983)
concretizes it on the American scene and shows
the two-way freedom road between the U.S. and
Africa.
In 1989 News and Letters Committees
published Dunayevskaya’s original 1953 philosophic breakthrough—her two letters on
Hegel’s Absolutes—and her 1987 Presentation
on the Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy
in The Philosophic Moment of Marxist-Humanism.
This body of ideas challenges all those desiring freedom to transcend the limitations of
post-Marx Marxism. In light of the crises of our
nuclear-armed world, climate change, and failed
revolutions, it becomes imperative not only

to reject what is, but to further work out the
revolutionary Humanist future inherent in the
present. The recreation of Marx’s philosophy as
Marxist-Humanism is recorded in Dunayevskaya’s archives, The Raya Dunayevskaya Collection—
Marxist-Humanism: A Half-Century of Its World Development, deposited at Wayne State University
in Detroit and available to all.
We aim to continue to develop MarxistHumanism and make it available to all who
struggle for freedom. In opposing this capitalist,
racist, sexist, heterosexist, class-ridden society,
we have adopted a committee form of organization rather than any elitist party “to lead.”
We participate in all class and freedom
struggles, nationally and internationally. As our
Constitution states:
“It is our aim…to promote the firmest
unity among workers, Blacks and other minorities, women, youth and those intellectuals who
have broken with the ruling bureaucracy of both
capital and labor.” We do not separate mass activities from the activity of thinking.
Send for a free copy of the Constitution of
News and Letters Committees or see it on our
website: www.newsandletters.org.

